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Shoplifting: A losing game
By Alan Anders~n
This article is the first of a three week series examining shoplifting. The first will cover the shoplifter, the
second will discuss shoplifting in the local area, and the
t.hird will examine the laws, punishment and prevention regarding the crime.
·

J

Woodward & Lothrop also kept statistics in regards
to the m.ethod used. The most popular, with 37 percent,
was concealing the item in clothing. The next most
popular, by only a slim margin, was putting it in a
shopping bag, which netted 36 percent. Seven percent
of the people put the item in their purse, while those
sticking it in their briefcase amounted to seven ~r
cent. Switching price tags, something the stores have a
very difficult time detecting, accounted for one percent
of the shoplifting losses.
The losses are so bad that one out of three smallbusiness bankruptcies are caused by shoplifting thefts,
says Paul Astor, President of Management
Safeguards, a New York consulting firm. He says
shoplifting losses and the resulting increased costs of
security boost retail prices two to three cents a dollar
on the average. The average theft has gone from $67 in
1973 to $110 in 1979.
While the biggest majority of shoplifters are
amateurs, who slip an occasional item into their pocket
or purse, there are some who have made a profession
out of it. Many of these can sweep a rack of clothes 1n a
minute, and dash outside to a waiting car.
At a Birmingham, Ala., J.C. Penny, two men told
salespeople they were emptying the trash. Actually,
they were stuffing stolen goods into the cans.
Police report that one national chain may have lost
more than $200,000.to a man who used old sales receipts
to return goods he had shoplifted.
A Maryland department store lost eight $150 leather
jackets in one shot.
Locally, a man was apprehended at Bi-Mart after a
store clerk helped him out the door with a TV he was
stealing. The clerk was under the impression the man
had bought the TV, but a store security guard knew
otherwise, and stopped him before he could leave the
parking lot.
.
Merchants claim practically everything is of interest
to shoplifters, but some things are particularly popular
at department stores. Some of these include, higher- •
priced worn.en's clothing, electronic gadgets, watches, '
leather goods, appliances, small items, and especially
gold jewelry.

Every day in any large city, hundreds and possibly
thousands of people commit the .most common crime
·. against retail merchants in the United States: petty.
larceny. Better known as shoplifting.
Studies show that shoplifting begins, for many, when
as a child, one snitches an item or two from the counter
top of the neighborhood grocery.
The feeling of success usually sends shivers down the
persons spine, and the desire to steal another item is
usually not far off. The more one steals, the higher the
odd are they will get caught.
iv hat makes a person shoplift? What ·kind of person
1
'
•• ~ " ••
•. · ..
gnin;_: to r;111i =lP t>.·planat' on f\. to
why everybody does it," says CWU psychology professor Darwin Goodey.
This seems to be the popular response of professionals, that there is no major trends in the type of person that shoplifts.
There are basic motives for stealing, Dr. Goodey
says, and describes them in this way: There is the person who is in desperate need of something; the person
who shoplifts for the thrill of it, or to see if they can get
away with it; the person that does it on a dare from someone else; and the person who needs attention, so he
does it to please people by giving them the stolen item,
or perhaps wants to get caught.
While the psychological aspect of shoplifting is sketchy, the statistics of the people who are caught are not.
Woodward & Lothrop, a major metropolitan department store in Washington D.C. has kept statistics for a
riumber of years. All of the sU:ttistics they report are for
the apprehended shoplifters age 16 or older.
Their numbers say females steal more than males,
as 55 percent of those caught were women.
Those from age 21 to 30 account for 38 percent of the
shoplifters. The second largest is the 31-60 age group>
with 31 percent, while the 16 to 20 year olds make up 26 Next week: What the Ellensburg area stores have expercent. The sqlallest group is the over 60, with five perienced, and· how cwu students are . affected by
thefts.
percent.

..

Honors College caters to high-achievers
by Charles Lwanga
A year or two ago, a student
graduated from high school with
.- just enough achievements to gain
admission into Central. Although
He was considered '-'average" in
high school, the student believed
he could do better. He worked
harder and improved his academic
standing.
Later, the student applied to
Central' s Douglas Honors College.
He was admitted.
This scenario was offered by
Warren R. Street director of
Douglas Honors College.
The Douglas Honors College,
named for Yakima native Justice
Wiliiam 0. Douglas,· opened in 1977

"to serve academically talented to visiting students.
students.'' Situated in the
There have been difficulties in
Psychology building, the college contacting high school seniors in
offers what Street calls "enriched the past, "but we are working with
general studies program" to. the administration to improve this
students selected from among the · by reaching the seniors early in the
best freshman entering Central year." Dr. Street says Central' s
upper level students can also apply
each year.
The college insists on admitting to the college and have their
only high-achieving students and records "throughly reviewed"
to accomplish this the admissions because the college recognizes,
committee is very selective. "W.e "one may not do well in high school
ask the university admissions of- but could improve in college."
fice to give us names of applicants
"We do not expect to admit very
who have high academic many students,'' notes Dr. Street,
achievements and seem qualified _"our intention is to reamin small
to enter our college," says Dr. and selective." And small they are.
Street. The college also contacts remaining. The college has 31
high school counselors and students--16 freshmen, 12
distributes informative literature . sophomores and three j miors.

The morale at Douglas College
appears to be very high. "Students
have been wonderful," notes Dr.
Street, "they have grown
academically and we enjoy working with them.'' The faculty, according to Dr. Street, have put in
years of work without pay.
The Douglas Honors College
does not encompass any major.
"Our college does not offer
majors," emphasizes Dr. Street,
"a student therefore has to be
enrolled in another area to be admitted. In fact, nearly all majors
at Central are represented by
students at .Douglas.''
·
While at the college, a student
completes--in four years--24
credits of Great Western literature

courses, 15 credits of World
Civilization h.istory and three
quarters of a selected foreign
language.
l:iut one does not complete the
Douglas College curriculum and
leave empty-handed.
The student receives a certificate and a "letter of praise"
during an honors convocation the
night before the graduation
ceremony. In addition, the university diploma has a special seal of
distinction and- the transcript
bears a notation of Douglas Honors
College.
Three ·of the nine pioneer
students of the college will
graduate this year-six dropped
out.
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Virginia Garrity: Central-'s first lady
.
1

They then moved on to San FranBy Alan Anderson
cisco State University where they ·
There is no job description, and spent the next 22 years. Here Dr.
no monthly paycheck. Yet, her job Garrity served as a professor,
is one of the most conspicuous and department chairman, vicedemanding on campus. It's that of president and provost of .the .
university.
the tlrst lady.
In that 22 years at SFU, the Gar- ·
''I suppose each person can read
rity's
made one short move to
into it or take the 'job' any way
they feel. It's different England where he served in a
everywhere," says Virginia Garri- home office research unit.
After that short side trip, ·they
ty, wife of CWU President Donald
Garrity, describing her role as the moved back to San Francisco to
take up their life exactly as before.
first lady.
From SFU, they moved to
Mrs. Garrity's involvement
Ellensburg
in 1978 and Dr. Garrity
ranges anywhere from personal
entertaining to attending became the president of CWU.
Talking about her husband's
numerous campus and community ·
relatively
new role, Mrs. Garrity
sponsored activities.
"I try to be part of the university admits it would be impossible for
life and the overall Ellensburg him to leave his job at the office,
life," she said, "and I've been real- but claims, "It's not a 24 hour one.
ly happy the people have let me." We have some time that's . not
"
Mrs. Garrity hasn't always been devoted to the job... "
When
time
permits,
the
the wife of a president, however,
and job is in fact rather new to her. Garrity's like to mountain climb,
When they were first married, 30 hike, and especially enjoy spenyears ago, the Garrity's lived in ding time at their summer home
Seattle where President Garrity near San Francisco.
After moving to Ellensburg they
completed his graduate studies
took
up cross country skiing, which
and obtained his Ph.D at the
University of Washington. They she says is much different from the
stayed there for two more years downhill type they enjoyed while
growing up in Colorado.
while he taught at the UW.
- - --

.

.

-
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While the president attends the business functions of the college ·
himself, Mrs. Garrity says, "We ·
attend most social things together
when possible. If there are two
things and one's more in his interest and one's more in mine,
sometimes we'll go alone, but
usually we go together."

"I enjoy cooking, and I do a lot of
it,'' she said. When asked what her
husbands' favorite dish is, she
replied, "His favorite dish is a
milkshake in the SUB, and there's
nothing anybody can do that beats
that." She says they both like
ethnic dishes like Japanese, Mexican and Italian cooking, and she
enjoys spending her time in the kitchen.
When not in the kitchen, or performing one of her first lady
duties, she is an avid reader, and
enjoys furniture refinishing.
As for her stand on the ERA, she
says, "I'm not a militant person at
all, I have strong feelings and feel
we are equal."

See Mrs. Garrity,
page 14...

•
CWU First Lady Virginia Garrity attends many campus
and community events.
·

Occupational safety outlook good
This may not sound like an exciting job, but it can be, according
to graduates, and current
estimates by the National Safety
Council say that there will be three
to six jobs available for every B.S.
graduate for the next several
years.

by Patricia Reed "
Finding that first job may be
easier if the major you choose it in
a department that places its own
graduates particularly if there are
more job offers than candidates to
fill them.
One of these departments is the
Central Safety Center, which offers a B.S. in Occupational Safety
and Health, and a B.A. in Driver
and Traffic Safety Education.

According to the program director, Dr. Duane Patton, "We've got
more requests than graduates.

We've got standing offers from all
sorts of industries for good people.
If we went out and looked we could
find even more, but as it is, we've
got more openings than we can
fill."
"We currently have between 12
and 15 majors, and four or five
minors in the program. it averages
out to about 15 per year, of which
two are women."

"Most are hired by insurance
companies, construction firms,
two went into government service,
one at a mining company."
In last weeks Crier there was an form is not needed to be com" The graduates who were
article entitled ''Financial Ap- pleted, as stated in the article.
seriously looking, and didn't mind
The story was published from . relocation, got jobs within two
plications Available." There were
two major errors in the article.
the Campus Digest News Service, weeks of graduation, for the most
First, the form required by the which is based on the East coast. part. The average unemployment
financial aid office is the College All of the forms mentioned in the is 30 days if someone isn't trying
Services Financial Aid Form article pertain to colleges in the very hard/' Patton commented.
"The average salary last year
(FAF), which the Crier printed as , eastern U.S.
the ACT-~Fs .. Second, the state
The ~rier ap~logizes for any in- was $l4,000 to $25,000, with one
grant application comes from the convenience this error may have radiation specialist recieving
~~ ~~!!_catio~, and a se~ond_ ~. caused.
__
$30,000 a year."

Financial info wrong

1

When asked about advancement,
Dr. Patton replied, "One corporate
officer told me tha the quickest
way to become a vice president is
through Safety. There isn't much
competition."

The curriculwri for the degree is
an interdepartmental blend of subjects like chemistry, first aid, com- •
munication, and about 30 hours of
safety education.

Spring trip in planning
A trip is being planned for Central students to go to New York
over spring break. Once there,
they will have a unique opportunity
to visit an institution dealing with
their major, go sightseeing, see a
Broadway play, and enjoy the atmosphere of the world's largest city.
The trip is being organized by
Campus New York, an organization specializing in tours for college students, with the New York
Times underwriting the trip.
The trip is tentatively slated to

begin on Sunday, March 22, and the
group will return on Sunday,
March 29. There are also plans for
another trip to New York to leave
sometime in June.
There is an opportunity for a
faculty member to travel with the
group as an informal advisor, the
incentive being an all-expense paid
trip, except for the airfare.
Central student, Loren Duthe is
organizing the trip. Anyone interested in going this spring should
call him for additional information
at 962-6049.
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Many of you may have been invalved with the Family Violence
Task Force or Rape Relief at some
time ' in the past four years.
However, you may not be aware
that these two groups have combined to form one organization
which is called Domestic
Violence/Rape Reli~f ~rvices.

Volunteers will be trained to provide information about community
services available to Domestic
Violence or Rape victims such as
counseling, legal advice, access to
emergency shelters, etc. They wil
also learn advocacy skills which
~ efnable thhrem toallbe with a victim o rape t ough procedures,
fCil:!liil:Z:::aciCB::z::&::::11iCB::sc:a:::::sca::::a:::::1e1r::.::a::ia:::se11:::111CilCSe11:zB:&c::z:a " whether or not she decides to go to
thepolice.
'lbe training workshop will begin
·
· · ·
with an orientation to domestic
violence and rape, and will include

FOREIGN CA

1111I

l:J · -:- -

.R.

RE PA IRS AN D PART.s

for a Nriety of loved ones.

~. .

Ann Glover' coordinator for the
program, is announcing a
volunteer training workshop which
will take place on campus on Friday, Feb. 20, 7-10 p.m., Saturday,
Feb. 21, from 9-4 p.m., and Suriday,
Feb. 22, from 10-3 p.m. The
meetings will be at MichaelSon,
room 126.

VW
DATSUN
TOYOTA

111 E th
a_

925-9_851 '_ ~ .

l!

~~(Jt:JCJe ~~<>~<:'9 091

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR•

603 North Ma.in

.

925-55~9_)

'

hospii.l emergency room pro-

=~= ~=
skills for crisis intervention.
Some of the areas in which the
organization has a need for expertise and people power are public
relations (advertising, public
speaking, distributing public information materials), fund raising,
and a wide · range of other jobs.

· m!~i:'°~:·;::r~~r:,::rc
Violence/Rape Relief program
itself, please contact Ann Glover at
925-9861.
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BOD

Approves salary changes ·
•

A new BO:O salary proposal and
approval of a Activities CoWlcil
Constitution were some of the
items on the agenda of the BOD
meeting last week.
Jay Hileman, BOD member,
moved to change the BOD
members salaries from the present $333 a quarter to payment ac-cording to the amoWlt of credits
board members carry.
The guidelines for this structure
would be as follows: $35 for every
credit up to and including 10
credits and $350 for eleven or more
credits. This is instead af a flat
rate of $333 for each member
without regard to number of
credits carried. The Board passed
the motion and it will become effective the first day of Fall quarter
1981.
The Activities CoWlcil, whose
purpose is to promote the
developement of all recognized

ASC clubs, submitted their constitution for approval.
Jack Page, BOD member, felt
the
constitution
was
discriminatory because it requires
a student representative for
membership. There was discussion on non-student cli,scrimination,
policies and and the summarizing
of disagreements.
Page motioned to amend the Activities Council Constitution by
deleting the word "student" from
Article III contingent upon approval by the Activities Council.
The motion passed.
other business: Jacque Evanson was elected to the Bookstore
Committee by the Joint Committee
on Committees and her appointment was approved by the BOD.
A meeting about the Services
and Activities fee will be Feb. 18,
from 2-4 p.m. in room 206 of .the
SUB.

News front the library

Eric Gleason,- ASC legislative
liason, annoWlced the Washington · A selected, partially annotated list of new books from the Central
Student Legislature conference · Library. On the new book shelves, Room 203, Feb. 12-16, 1981.
will take place here during Spring
vacation, March 23-28. The cost NEW IN REFERENCE
will be $7 .50 per person with the *Stephan Thernstrom, ed. harvard encyclopedia of American ethnic
money helping defray expenses for groups. 1980.
: materials.
*National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. Organization and
members. 1979/80. (A directory of the members of the NAS.)
Hileman asked to rescind the · *British Books in Print, The reference catalogue of current literature.
proposal of 10-22-80 which asked ' 1980. 2 volumes. (Located in Technical Services Room 103)
that the board match funds from · OTHER NEW BOOKS
ice cream sales contingent upon *Anthony J .P. Kenny, Aquinas. 1980
having one member form RHC, *Horace Meyer Kallen. William James and Henri Bergson, a study in
one from BOD, and three members contrasting theories of life, c1914. 1980.
'
from the Activities CoWlcil on the *Gilla J. Hayim. Existential sociology of Jean-Paul Sartre. 1980.
budgeting committee.
*Martin Luther King. Daddy King, an autobiography. 1980.
*Cathy Porter. Alexandra Kollontai, a biography, the lonely struggle of
The ice cream machines had the woman who defied Lenin. 1980.
been placed in Stevens-Whitney, :*William W. Hagen. Germans, Poles, and Jew, the nationality conflict in
Alfred-Montgomery, Muzzall and ·the Prussian East. 1772-1914. 1980.
Barto to make some extra money *Richard Nyrop. Turkey a country study. 1980.
for the Activities CoWlcil, who *American University, Washington D.C. Foreign Area Studies. Cyprus, a
would then distribute it to the ASC 1/country study. 1980.
clubs.
*Mohammed Reza Pahlavi. Answer to history. 1980.
: *Robert Bruce Inverarity. Art of the northwest coast indians. 1950.
;*Norman Podhoretz. Present danger, do we have the will to reverse the
·
decline of American Power. 1980.
*Economy and the President, 1980 and beyond. 1980.
*Michel B. Wallerstein. Food for warfood for peace, United States food
aid
in global context. 1980.
classroom." Ray was involved
I
*George
Sylvester Counts. George S. Counts, educator for a new age.
with many difference projects
from developing safety plans deal- ~ 1980.
ing with lighting and noise, to mak- *Benjamin S. Bloom. All our children learning, a primer for parents,
ing sure that the Trident Base com- teachers, and other educators. 1981.
plied with the OSHA and Depart.:. *David A. Flanary. Champfleury, the realist writer as art critic. 1980.
ment of Navy Safety Regulations. *David Craig. Extreme situations, literature and crisis from the great
Ray's supervisor mentioned war to the atom bomb. 1979.
repeatedly that Tope's skills were *Charles Sherry. Wordworth's poetry of the imagination. 1980.
needed not only to perform tasks *Henry L. Mencken. Choice of days. 1980.
but his human relations abilities *James A. Michener. Covenant. 1980.
allowed him to take on many *Robert V. Smith. Development and management of research groups, a
diverse assignments. Ray moved guide for university researchers. 1981.
to other departments on the Tri- *H. T. Smith and others, eds. Human interaction with computers. 1980.
dent Base to help develop safety *Jeremy Bernstein. Hans Bethe, prophet of energy. 1980.
manuals for the training, com- *Joy Adamson. Queen of Shaba, the story of an·African leopard. 1980.
munications, and the refit areas. *American Association for the Study of Mental Imagery. Imagery, its
"A positive attitude and enjoying many dimensions and applications. 1980.
the people you are assigned with *Howard B. Kaplan. Deviant behavior in defense of self. 1980.
are the most important things,'' Colin Tudge. Future food, politics, philosophy and recipes for the 21st censays Ray. He feels hwnan relation tury. 1980.
skills are most effectively learned .
in an actual working environment.
Ray believes that a cooperative
field experience can be very
beneficial to a student's Wlderstanding of their career field.
The CO-OP Education/Internship office is open from 8-12 a.m. to
1-5 p.m. every weekday. Go up and
see Jim Brooks, Tim Hill, or Jerry
Reed they may be able to line up a
Cooperative field experience for
you like the one Ray Tope had.

Tope interns ai Trident
•

Ray Tope, a CWU safety student,
met new challenges at the Trident
Submarine Base in Bangor.
The Base is not fully operational
yet and there are many safety problems that need to be solved, Ray
was able to help with some of the
solutions. Ray worked at the Base
from JWle to December, earning
twenty-four credits in his
Cooperative Education program,

Income tax -help ·available

•

•

which coWlted towards his college
major in Occupational Safety and
Health.
Ray received the job at Trident
through the CO-OP Education/Internship office at Central,
located in 307 Barge Hall.
"Students need job experience
for their resume," Ray said "plus
it helps to show you the importance
of what you are learning in the

A free income tax assistance agents, Durrant said. The IRS proStudents at the CWU center work
program, in itc; second year, is in vides training and reference in consultation with Accounting
operation on the Ellensburg cam- materials to the VITA workers.
Department faculty.
pus to aid the elderly and low income persons.
The. Volunteer Income Tax ·
Assistance Program (VITA), sponsored by the Internal Revenue Service, ~es University accol.tnting
studentS and other ·volunteers to
provide free help in preparing tax '
returns, according tQ CWU student
Jdike Durrant, who iS coor~ting :.
the 1981 program:
. · · Nine CWlJ.s.tlldellts .a re workmg.
. at the VITA center~ in ~arge 'Hall,
.~rrangerliet:;f~·;' .room 1(_)4, at the. comer -of Eighth
Avenue and ~; D _ Street · in
Ellensburg. Open from noon till
. Fresh
Flo'Wers
4: 30
Monday through Friday, ·
the center Will ·~ontinue through
April 15, Durrant said.
Those who need assistance .with
their taxes may stop by the center, ·
bringing last year;s taX.rettirn and ·
income records for 1980, he said.
please order early
VITA ,workers - are not considered fax preparers, but as IRS

WILL!AM's
FLORIST····
• •

I~

I'

Speciaf Vaie·n tine

·cut

p.m.

House Plants

Blooming Plants

1

~. 8th Across from Sambas

925-3172)

. NeW, space-age allo)?.· .
that ,lookS .as·goOO p$· gold,

wears as ~ood as gold, costs about half as much .
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY ·OFFER: Save $10'"
off the re~ular price. (Offer yalid-throllgh February 27
ONLY.)
.
.
. .
· :.
Yellow Lustrium rin~s bv Justen's a\'ailable dailv
at your bookstore.
.
·.
. .
.
·

~~-
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Editorial
The week.

I~e been held~ .·
hostase forov~r

that wasn't

··
four.hund-re<i ptYs
aM c9mePid< w 'tb1s,...
\igbt peer... ha.ve you ever
lrted _ttght ~er?...

by Cindy Phipps

I It finally happened. This has been a basically boring and joyless week.
j So if you're coming to me to find a good laugh, good luck.
. ·
\ Maybe it's just the time of year. Don't get me wrong, I haven't awaken
I face down on the pavement or anything, but it's the time of year when
I spring is just around the corner but nature refuses to aknowledge it. The
: time one feels inclined to either harass someone or clean the closet, wMch
\could be about as much fun as squeezing a squirrel.
\ Besides having to wing it in this column, Dial-A-Joke failed me so I
·:h ave to ad lib, I've also had two papers due, broken my glasses, and went
.on a diet this week. Sure, sounds like fun if you're comparing it to ironing
~ot holders.
\ You may have noticed that Mother Nature has put all calls on hold and
(gone ahead with the snow machine. I became fully aware of the
iseriousness of the situation when I fell on the ice last Monday. I'm sure
1there were a few people who thought I was imitating an airplane before I
hlt bottom (literally). Have you ever noticed how hard it is to act natural
when you're sitting on your haunches in the middle of the sidewalk? I
have and after picking myself up I made a mental note to assume a new
identity.
.
, I have also noticed this is not the time of year people go out on a hmb to
act their age. This cold brings out the worst in people or maybe it just brings out the worst people. My case in point was ~n my recent trip to the
McDonalds.
it was fairly late and there was one boy taking orders. He was in the
middle of taking our order when the most obnoxio~ man, who looked
soinewhat like a penguin in a Shepards Coat, showed up. He then proceeded to defy all rules of McDonaldland conduct and demanded his order be
taken first and immediately. After being told to wait his turn, he showed
ari aptitude for refusing to be stubborn and decided to take his own order,
which was for an egg McMuffin. Now anybody who's anybody ~ows th~t
getting an Egg McMuffin at 10:00 at night is impossible and w1ll le~ve ~t
· at:that. Apparently the man entertained the notion that he was special (1t
mlist have been the Shepards Coat).
.. .
. ...
Being the curious girl I am, I was fascinated at seeing .an lIIl beclle
. speak and even said so, at great risk I might add. ~he man fmally settled
on a Big Mac and 'Yent his disgruntled way ..Th~ relleve~ order taker had
by now realized that pleasing some people is like teaching macrame to a
snake.
Winter tune is for going stir crazy. It's also a time for indoorsy things ·
like:comparing paper towel~ · or counting your pennies. I have never con- .
templated doing anything so impulsive as wearing pedal pushers (God ,
forbid I should ever own a pair) or eat sardines, but the other day (for
lack of anything better to do) I actually considered the consequences. It's
enough to drive a horse to drink.
So sue me if I haven't been funny. Anyway, National Smile Week
doesn't begin until Aug. 3.

I •

;

Letter to the. editor
1

.,

!

FfJLA offers alternafive
I.
I

Dear Editor:
i

These· days ~hen there is so
much talk ab\out inflation,
violence, a shortage of natural
resources, and angry and
apathetic people, I I would like to
tell you about an organization that
is . working kctively and
energetically : to
prepare
America's students for the future.
The organiza~on is ·Future
Business Leaders of America - Phi
Beta Lambda (FBLA-PBL), which
is a national non~rofit vocational
education association for students

'

preparing for and interested in being conducted by our chapter
careers in business and business this
year · is: PROJECT
education. Nationwide, the AWARENESS, which is a study of
organization has more than 200,000 the American fr:ee enterprise
members. Our chapter at CWU has system. Through learning about
America's economfo systerm, the
a membership of more than 25.
One of the main objectives of our members of FaLA-PBL are
localchapter and other chapters in , becoming more aW:are of the im8,000
communities portant part free enterprise plays
s om e
throughout the country is learning in our lives. We hope to be abl~ to
about businesses through working share the knowledge we are acwith local businesses on local pro- quiring with others in our comjects that can be of benefit not only munity who may not be aware of
to FBLA-PBL members, but to the the importance of free enterprise
, · in preserving the s~dard of living
businesses as well.
One ·of the big projects w~ch is we are able to enjoy.
.
Our PBL theme '. this year is:
Free Enterprise in Focus. We hope
that our communityrwill give us an
opportunity to . show our interest
f
· than it is to honor thousands o and dedication to preserving t.his
· home over a space
·
important aspect of American P,fe
G.I.s returning
·
th
·
.
h
of years. If anythmg, owever, e by cooperating with us.

· Reader defends host~ge status

Dear Editor:
especially in light of the great the destruction It of classified
In response ·to the request for amount of information available
documents by ther American staff
just before the ta~eover of the emcorrection by Mr. McGillen in on the subject of the hostages.
regard to his editorial, "Hostages
In the article he states that,
bassy.
·returned 52 Americans served to
Sincerely,
no(Heroes,"of2-5-81,Imustagree · before their capture, the
It is common knowledge, Mr. remind us of the ·sacrifices made
Keith.
Olson
,
President
McGillen, that the\embassies of all by other Americans, during the
with his one statement that this is a Americans were "obviously
Erl~ Johnsoµ, 'ViCe President
strange country. Indeed, only in gathering intelligence information · nations do indeed\ contain certain Vietnam war and others, during
Elaine Wright, SecretaX"y
America couid a journalist print about the Irani~," and attempts - classified documents, although the history of this nation.
Jack Page, Treasurer
such ridiculous accusations, . to defend this statement by citin'g ; this in itself is no evidence of
Perhaps the 52. Americans who
S~ndra
Watanabe, Rep0rter
rr===========:~===;;::::===========~!
covert activity inside the 'host na- have recently
returned home .-don'tf
Campus Crier
1
•
·
· Barge Hall
·
. tion by embassy officials. Also, in come under th~ literal definition o
~ditor:
Room 405D,·
Sheila Co.u ntryman; ·c~se of an attack upan an embassy, heroisln., Mr. McGil1en, but neither
Business Manager:
Wal~ coi:nelison; where it app~ars ·tiiat capture is ·.·should_ .they· rn: accused_ of hav~g ·
dvertising Manager .
Peggy Bmgham. · imminent, the statf is required to · committed cr~es agaJ,11st ~n " 1r- .
.acuity Advisor:
John P. ~os~et: . destroy all such • documents. I · responsible· for~lgn goverµrnent, ··
· · . Staff
·.' .
,,
epe.at, this is the case not only in · :·nor s.ho.·~d it' be.. inferred., that t~eir, . ,;·· , :.~ , . . . " ., · . 9 .
.
.Afan Anderson·
· Jill Jones
HeidiPersson ,. U$.~mbassiesbutinthoseof.most ~ap~1~1~y .wa~.m s~me: ·~ay ~ ·JUS >
David Bushnell
.. Laurie·Kay
· •Cindy Phipps . ,ther hations as wdl.
. · _- .
pumshme~t («>.r ·such crimes,.
Po(1een Ca,rt\vright ··
Doug ~eith
.
:'. ~at Reed '.. · J\t!one point in ttf~ ~torial, you .espec~ally .w~en, ~~: dat~, ~~er~: is... ,. :.. :.
, .!. ._, .
.
Diane Coburn.
-. ( c .h arles K. Lwang.a
, ,.- . ·:· Jan Ric.har.·ds .,'say. ·~that.th_e Vietnam.. v.eter
. ans a~d · no ~v1denc~ wha~.oe. ver:mdicatmg . ··
~
auilt_. :. .
::; .; .. , .
:': lB1.0.
Leroy Cruse
· . d{ev~· Marketori .. • · · .":.. W~deRiley ; P..O~W.s were as he:ro1c or mor_~ so ...their ~
.
. , .:· ·'. : ....
.. .
. .. ,,
1
1
Cjnthia Foster . .:1 ·
·1Matt-.McGille. ,·
, .. "" · ; SteVe·s arks .· thari'' tlle hostage~, i'.ancl ·1 ?~lieve
~e ttling'·'.· t~at. ~ -be said for ~-·.; , · ·>" . ·.. ,,., ... , ,,\
~· ,:... "... ,.;:..."'"
:'"· D~n.ald Freestone ·
. Mike McMui:m : ..·: 1 • .. 1 " Gretchen~to "•... .truit this ·- conclusfon .is justifiabl~, ; th~~e: pe;?Pl~ , ~·'.;that · ~ey .. w~re,. ... ffi.e t~ll-f~ee, : 0111:11~r . f?r·~or · : -,.
erhl'Glanzman ·
"· ·sus'an Palm"'I" ,;, , :..'·, . ;·."""'r·'a ·u .n"de·r· w
·" o·odhf , although there wre' similarities ·m .. persecute~forthe,irrepre~enta.bon ,. ~atmn . o~ ed':1eat•onal grants Js . ··'
.
"" ,. , .. · . : ~ . ·.
.
'
· . .
·
... ,· .. · "' b ..... · t . l ·'· be
. 1:.S()();.{)384h00 'ahdhoH~368.6700 ' .. ,.
Grant Johns~n
<Stan Peery . --,,~ ·::"·, ·: ·:.: KristaKortwn ·:"bath their ·predic~ents.,. Neither ...o~ .an~t1on.t a~.mayn~ ~ w~ys .' i·. .. , . •'. - ·"
:" •
· . ,:'·
. ,
...
··;·
••
,
·
': · ·
..... ! th.e hostages :nor ~e P.O:W,s:h!id .''· ~g~t.1 ; but which. h~ ...good ~terl- • a~ Ji>revi.oµsly r~ported. · ,
, · .". ;:
''.
: . ·;:. .
"·' " .
'much choice m bemg cap~1ves, and ,' tions,, .as, \µemons~rated " by· the, . . . ' . •· . . :': . """(·".
.
.. .
... , " .. " ' .. :·
'
.· '" .('." .' ,
_ '...... ;:both groups were made to .·suffer'" res,tr~int 1.· shown"· in ·the recent
The Camp1,1s Crier J.s~ a · i~boratoJ.,"y . newspaper. :in; conjunctt'on';'\Jith ·:t he' ' (whll~ mservice to their country. It ,. crisis; which h~s few · par~fiels in :
-~ ,'.,.
niass media departtjient·., b,µr.mg .the academiqrear .the Campus Crier is, · is<easy to see why the .hosta_ges . hiStory.
·
.
·. ·1 • The.. Feb. 5 ·issue :of ,. the Crier· ~ ···.:
.published weekly with biweekly publication during swiuner quarter.·
' ·.;·eceived. much more of· a w~.come '. We : Wer~ a~ :heroes, and by sa~-: .'' stiit~d mcory-ectly the last. day to
.Letters to the editor are welcome but may be condensed. to fill available upon their return than the Vietnam . ~ng ;ot~e lives .of, 5~ of our coup- wlihdfaw :ftom., dass~s was M~ch : ·
space. All letters mu8t be typed, double-spaced and signed ·with the 1 vets did · when you compare the · . trymen, we prove~ it was worth it.. is'. The correct date.is March 6.
senders name, address and phone number submitted to the Crier no later . numbers of individuals involved. It
·' 1 ·We 'apalogize for any inconve.3>
than Monda for· ublication ·in the next issue.
·
·
· is easier for a nation to honor 52
Brett Scamfer f nience.
, / captives released on the same day
Muzzall Hall t ....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
1
1

:. corr.ect10llS'

r.

,.G 'ran.1. · ·

1
•

......

'."·Wi'thlf:rawls.: i·;: ., . . : ·.;
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Ethiopian ·Civil War to he discussed
History prof. Paul Leroy will re- · Ahara, in power since the 1600's.
count events of the 1974-75 Ethio- With ·support from the military
pian civil war and discuss its roots which he had beefed up, and from a
at a sociolgy colloquium Tuesday, civil service bureaucracy which he
Feb. 17, from 3-5 p.m; in the In- had created, Selassie tried to
transform his ancient empire into
structional Building, room 401.
a modern state, Leroy said.
What led to civil war in
His major' problems were the
Ethiopia? It grew out of the complicated heritge of a traditioanl · ·very antiquity of the country,
society, in which one ethnic group which traced some of its cities
in a diverse country ruled by semi- back 3,00 years, an extremely
f eudal monarchy, explained varied geography and racially and
Leroy, who was on a professioanl ethnically mixed population, rangleave in Ethiopia in 1974 when the ing from nomads and pygmies to
more westernized and urban
fighting broke out.
peoples,
Emperor Haile Selassie, who rulA 300-year history of foreign ined from 1930 till 1974, was a tervention in some . ares of
member of the royal family, Ethiopia, with British, French and.

Italian garrisons leaving the imprint of their attitudes and values
on the population of the occupied
cities, further complicated · the
social structure, Leroy said.

1

The 1974 revolution, Leroy feels,
grew out of Selassie's efforts to
modernize the state of Ethiopia.
Building a modern military
organization, the emperor sent officer candidates abroad to be
educated, increasing their exposure to other ways of governing.
Salassie also worked to build up
the country's economic structure,
sending students to the U.S.,
England and Germany to bring
back western technology to form a
more efficient state.

Bartering service being
offered in Kittitas_ County
Your pipes are frozen and you You can later pay off your debt by
need a plumber right away, but providing your skills to someone
don't have the money to pay for it. else. It's simple and fast. For exDon't despair, a barter exchange ample, you could repair a car for
may be the answer. You can have somebody who does yard work for
the pipes repaired and use your someone else who-gives legal adown skills to pay for it!
· vice to you.
·
A network for bartering is formThe skills and services which
· ing in Kittitas County later this could be listed in a network are
year. You can join the network by endless. Some examples are:
listing skills, goods, or services dishwashing, telephoning, letter
you would enjoy sharing with writing, shopping, tree pruning,
others. T~en when you wish to carpentry, weaving, furniture
make an exchange, the network refinishing, baking, typing, and
staff can supply names of network sewing. Everyone has some skills
members offering that service or needed by others!
product.
It is premature to request
When the job is completed the listings for trade since the network
network will "debit" your account. is only in ~he planning stage. What

During this period of building,_ ill combined to produce a bloody
Leroy pointed out, Selassie en- fear in which the military formed
couraged foreign investment in hs a governing council, forcing the
country by using special criteria to 1 cabinet to resign. Sixty of
award contracts and by issuing tax
exemptions to foreigners.
Selassie's ministers were evenTriggering the mid 1970's revolu- . t~all~ an:ested. and executed. He
tion were several things over died m prison.
which Salassie had no control-a
Leroy's contention is the revoluchange in climate, when two years tion was not Marxist in its beginn- ·
of no rain produced a full-scale ings, but better defined as a revolt
famine; and inflation, caused by against a traditionalist regime. He
price hikes in Mideast oil prices.
pointed out the current ruler,
Mengistu Haile-Mariam, is essenStudent unrest over government tially a dictator. "Mengistu talks
ineptitude in handling national pro- communism, but he won't let them
blems was added to revolts among organize in Ethiopia," he said.
the Somali people and in a nothern
Meanwhile, promised changes
·: province, providing the final like land reform and inflation con· sparks that set off the civil war.
trol have not yet emerged from the
new
regime, Leroy said. "ProducStrikes by local army units, inadequately-reponded to by the ail- tion and exports are down, and
ing, 82-year-old emperor, who was racial and ethnic divisiveness is
served by corrupt or inept growing," he said.
ministers-

.Circle K to he
·honored next week

is needed now is community mput
from those interested in effecting
how the network will operate. Networks can follow many different
organizational formats.
If you would like some voice in By Krista Kortum
determining rules and guidelines
Central will observe Circle K
for operation, plan to attend one of
two scheduled planning meetings. . Week F'eb. 15-21, according to club
The meetings will be at the · president Coni Jones. A national
Ellensburg Public Library on Mon- event dating back to 1966, this
day, Feb. 23, at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. year's week was proclaimed .by
The proposed barter network is a Senators Robert Dole and Barry
Vista project sponsored by Kittitas Goldwater, and declared locally by
County action Council. For more CWU President Donald L. Garrity.
The world's largest collegiate
information call Marjorie Anderson at the Action Council service organization, , Circle K is
sponsored by Kiwanis Interna(925-1448).
tional, with 13,000 members in 750
: clubs on campuses throughout the
western hemisphere.
.
The annual Circle K Week is
· designed to build club morale,
strengthen relations with Kiwanis
sponsors and Key Club International, a high school service
1 organization. During the week,
· members also recruit new
members, educate the public about
Circle K activities, and promote
the organization's international
theme, "Caring... Life's Magic."
SpQnsored by the Ellensburg
Kiwanis, the CWU Circle K Club
organizes social, recreational and
educational activities for mentally
and physically disabled children
Iand adults in the community.
' The club is presently involved in
such programs as ''Adopt a Grandparent," and "Adopt a Kid," an offshoot of the Big Brother and Big
Sister program. This year the
CWU Club also sponsored a rocking chair "Rockathon" to help
.raise funds for the muscular

dystrophy research organization.
According to Jones, a CWU
junior majoring in therapeutic
recreation, this year's pircle K
Week will be kicked off with a
general meeting Monday, Feb. 16
at 6 p.m., informing students and
intersted commlJility members
about the club's history, objectives
and future projects.
Activities following Circle K
Week will include an informal
talent show presented by club ·
i members at the Haven Hotise con1 valescent home Feb. 23 -~t 7 p.m.,
and an all-university "lnsidt{Out"
dance at Davies Hall Feb. 1.8 from
10 p.m. to 1 a.m. Proceeds from the
. dance will help fund future club
service activities.
"Circle K is definitely an enthusiastic group, with lost of
energy and spirit. At our dance we
nope to become acquainted .with
people who have never come in
contact with Circle K," commented club secretary and dance
chairperson Barbara Paup.
The Circle K Club meet Mondays
at 6 p.m. in the SUB, room 204, and
encourages all interested pe~ons
to attend.
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A Fine Restaurant
402 N. Peaf'I
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Reservations accepted-925-65.45

McCullough's Restaurant Presents
"Music in the Parlor"
featuring
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,. Bill Bilye.u guitarist
ff/le.ciql 1'/enline @et>t>eil
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:Fine Food in Superb Surroundings
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~Fnday

and Saturday Eves.
i
, ,Friday and1Saturaayevenings 9:00-11:001
or information and ~eservations 925.-6545f
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-Cam us Gourmet

by Bonnie Cornelison

i

St. Valentine's Dinner
Escargo
Spinach Sala4
Cornish Game Hens
Rice Pilaf ;
Carrots Pettite
Rolls
Dessert

ESCARGO :.
8 snail shells

In a heavy skillet sa'ute the rice.
in the butter, stirring constantly
· '. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
until light golden. Add onion water,
and bouillon cover with a tight fit2 Rock Cornish hens (1 pound . ting lid and simmer on very low for
each)
25 minutes or until liq~d is absorb1tz cup butter melted
ed and rice is tender. Serves 2.
3 crushed peppercorns ·
CARROTS PEITITE
1 cup white wine
1h cup water
1 tablespoon instant chicken 12 ounces fresh baby sweet carrots
2 tablespoons chopped i}arsley
bouillon
.
2
tablespoons butter
l bay leaf crumbled

CORNISH GAME HENS.

8 snails
3 tablespoons butter
1 clove garlic crushed !
1h teaspoon parsley, chopped fine
1/4 teaspoon scallions !.1
dash garlic salt
dash pepper
'
In a mixing bowl cream butter,
blend in crushed garlic, parsley,
. scallions, salt and pepper. Roll
each snail in butter mixture then
place a snail in each shell. Place
snails in a baking dish 1and cover
with remaining butter mixture.
Bake in a very hot oven ;of 450 until
butter bubbles and begins to
golden. Serve immediately. Serves
2.

Wash and peel carr.ots. Cover
with water in a saucepan and simmer for 15-20 minutes or until
tender. Drain completely. Add
parsley and butter, stir land serve.

Place hens breast .side up on an
ungreased baking pen. Combine all
remaining ingredients and pour
over the hens. Bake uncovered for
2 hours, basting with sauce every
20 minutes. Place hens on warm
plates, and garnish with fresh
green grapes. Serves 2.

I

'

.

SPINACH SALAD
i

4 marinated artichokes I
l/4 small jar of chopped pimientoes
l/4 head lettuce, torn into bite size
pieces
1h bunch spinach, torn into bite size
pieces
1 tablespoon chopped scallions

RICE PILAF
1tz cup rice
1 tablespoon butter
1 tablespoon onion, chopped very
fine
1 cup water
2 tablespoons instant chicken
bouillon

rn:PING·"··----··.··-·--~--ml :~~:::::::~~
-

· · DRESSING

I (white
111 s. pearl
church bldg.)

13
i ~blespoons

tablespoons ketchup

.~

i 3 bl k S ' f. p·-· O
.=
oc s o. 0
• •
=1
i=
.
l Ask for .Audrey
11

.-unmmHnu10 nnmm

3
mayonaise
~ .3 tablespoons buttermilk

:- .2 hard-boiled eggs, chopped f.me

.9 25-3410.

=

I well-blended.
combine all ingredients until
Serve over Spinach

1UJ11W•Ht....umwmw1111•111111n1111111111111nn111•

Salad. With Heart Croutons*.

Kegs to ·gp $28.00 '

HEART CROUTONS

Freeze 4 slices . of bread. With a
heart-shaped cutter, cut hearts
1

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN
and

$21.00 pony
.
kegs
.i
!

ll:OOa.m.

j

1302 S. Ruby

2:00a.m•

from the frozen slices of bread.
Saute them in 2 tablespoons of butter until they are golden. Serve two
heart croutons with each individual salad. Makes ~ hearts.

SWEETHEART DESSERTS
CHOCOLATE AND
CHERRIES
1 purchased pound cake
1 can pitted sour cherries
Brandy extract
1 can chocolate frosting
1 can whipped topping
1 cup diced almonds

1 teaspoon peppermint extract
7 drops red food coloring
1 carton (9 ounces) cool whip,
thawed
24 chocolate mint wafer
2 tablespoons crushed peppermint
candy
Chocolate syrup

Combine extract, food coloring,
and cool whip. Make 6 individual
stacks of 4 wafers each, spreading
each wafer with cool whip mixture.
Do not frost top wafer yet. When all
6 are assembled, place on a servSlice pound cake into 3 layers. ing plate and frost all with remainAdd brandy to cherries and allow ing topping. Sprinkle with pepper- .
to saturate for 5 minutes. On first mint candy; and drizzle each with
layer place 3 tablespoons drained chocolate syrup. Serve immediatecherries. Top with a sparse layer ly. Serves 6.
of whipped topping. Place 2nd
NIGHT BEFORE
. layer on first layer. On 2nd layer
ROLI.8/STRUDEL
place some whipped topping, then
top with almonds, and 3 tablespoons cherries, drained will. Add Place in pan:
.
" 1h cup shortening
final
layer and frost completely,
tops and sides. Garnish with re- l/4 cup sugar
maining whipped topping. Serve 1h teaspoon salt
immediately.
Pour over:
1 cup boiling water
Flaming Strawberry Sundaes
Stir in:
1 pint vanilla lCf? cream
1 egg beaten
1h. cup strawberry pop
l/4 cup strawberry jelly
Sprinkle and mix:
1 cup fresh strawberries, sliced
1 tablespoon yeast, or 1 packet dry
1/4 cup rum
yeast
Heat strawberry pop and jelly in
1 small sauce pan. Stirring conadd and mix well:
>tantly until jelly is melted and 3 cups flour
nixtu:-e is well blended. Remonve
!rom stove and add strawberries.
Place in a greased bowl and let
In each sherbery glass mound a rinse ~or 1 hour. Divide dough in
large scoop of vanilla ice cream. half.
Pour pop and strawberry mixture Rolls: Form this half of dough into
over each. Heat rum until warm. 21h inch balls and place ina greasIgnite rum and pour over Sundaes. ed muffin tin. Place in refrigerator
. S rves 2
over night. 2 hours before dinner
place rolls on the stove. 20 minutes
before dinner place in an oven of
400 for 15 minutes.

•BOOKS
o PRINTS

o COFFEE
o TEA
202 E. FOURTH

925-9921

PINK CLOUDS

962-2375

Strudel: On a well floured surface
roll out dough into a large rectangle. Brush with melted butter.
At one end oi h.e strudel rectangle
place 1 can pit. filling (Cherry).
Roll up tightly beginning with fruit
end. On a greased cookie sheet
form rectangle into a heart. May
be baked at this time or may be
refrigerated and used as Valentine's Breakfast Strudel, or Valentine's Study Hour Snack. Allow
strudel to rise 11h hours, then bake
for 30-40 minutes or until golden
brown.

\.
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Arts and,E ntertainment
Movie Preview

Filin probes inner -c onsciousness,
At a time when much of our
As the experiment began, he felt
scientific curiosity has focused on deeply anxious. "It wasn't bodily
the heavens ... on outer space . . . .death that I feared,'' he "Wrote
a few dedicated scientists have later. ''It was getting into spaces in
journeyed in the opposite direc- which I would lose control and
tion.
from \\11ich I would perhaps not be
They have journeyed within the able to come back."
collective mind of man. And they
"I moved into universes containhave found mysteries as deep and ing beings much larger than
provocative as those of the cosmos myself," he wrote. "The first time
itself.
I entered these spaces, I was
What is consciousness?
swept, pushed, carried, whirled
· On one level, of course, it is the and in general beat around by prorational, waking state of mind cesses which I could not underswhich enables us to function in our tand, processes of immense
daily lives.
energy, of fantastic light, and of
But what altered states of con- terrifying power."
sciousness exist? Dreams?
In the novel, Altered States, Pad- ·
Hallucinations? The perceptions of dy Cayefsky assimilated this vast
madmen? Are there other states of body of knowledge and took the exconsciousness, contained perhaps perimentation to its next stage.
in the two-thirds of the human The motion picture, "Altered
brain for which science has ... to States" is based on that book.
date ... found no purpose?
Produced by Howard Gotfried,
Many scientists believe the .with Dan Melnick as executive pro- ·
answers lie in altered states of con- ducer, the movie stars William ·
sciousness. If their speculation is Hurt, Blair Brown, Bob B8laban '.
confirmed, it will pose fresh ques- and Charles Haid.
tions.
One of the keys to the film is the
In 1964, John Lilly, a physician direction by Ken Russell, who has
and psychoanalyst with training in directed films in the past as
neurophysiology, biophysics and diverse as "Tommy" and "The
electronics, stepped into a tank of Music Lovers."
blood-warm salt water, closed the
"Altered States" represents both
top of the tank and floated on the the Russell visual style and his
surface in total darkness. He had most immediate, modern symbolic
taken a dose of I.SD, obtained statement. Russell found the con- William Hurt in a scene"lfrom
under his grant with the National cept of the movie a creative Warner Bros. release.
Institute of Mental Health.
challenge.
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For :!IJ yews he :, lu en singing tu the country
But he never figured he'd he liuin~ hi.'\ uu n Jore songs.
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"When Nelson and Cannon team to sing a sexy
country duet the romantic charge Is as strong as
pairing."
- Richard Corliss, TIME
any

•

"HONEYSUCKLE ROSE is a celebration of man,
a king of music, and a part of the country,
a life style·and it is intelligent as well as
warm·spirlted."
- Charles Champlin, LOS ANGELES TIMES
and
and
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THIS IS WHAT

FUEL ECONOMY
LOOKS LIKE.
The.1981 Honda Civic 1500 DX is our
gas mileage leader.*
· ·
.
Design, engineering and economy* you
can afford.
-The Civic DX is available with either the
1335cc or 1488cc engine.
Economy never lqoked so good.

*
*
**

*
•.
~
**
:
*
*•
•i

· mca~mm
· We make it simple.

*i
**

*i

.
•

3, 7, & 9:30 p.m.
i*
~
SUB Theater
f
i*
Admission: $1..75
l
•
.
•
*
7¥¥. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
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(Continued on.page 9)
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"Altered States", a

"It had elements of things that I
was fond of, like mind exploration,
and I had done a number of films
about artists who were involved
with that sort of thing.
"This, however, was not a
biographical exploration, and it
took place in modern times,
whereas I generally deal with the
past. So I thought it was about time
I did a contemporary film, which
still enabled me to express, and
visually explore the mind and the
imagination."
Producer Howard Gotfried
represents a dedication to the
belief that a successful film production is based on involved individuals who are willing to
assume responsibility for many
diverse elements in a film production. His job is proof of his own
committment, having established
himself, with projects such as
"The Hospital" and "Network,"
working closely with screen writer
Paddy Chayefsky from concept to
production schedule and release.
Gotfried enjoyed working with
Chayefsky; who he says is "the
best screenwriter in America.''
"Both of my two previous films
were very successful," he relates,
''and, meeting with Paddy, we
discussed the possibility of putting
together a film with a younger
orientation in terms of audience
potential and message. We wanted

17th St. & TeITace Hghts. ·way
Yakima 575-1090
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Books

·Anintal awareness topic of hooks
by Alan Hirsch

Recently there has been a
popular resurgance in animal
awareness. Television shows,
magazine articles; and other mass
media outlets have been focusing
in on our other ''earthly
neighbors." Two books have also
addressed themselves to this issue.
Donald R. Griffin's "The Question
of Animal Awareness" is a sciemtific and ethological view of
animals. "The Gentle Jungle" by
Toni Helfer is a moving story about
the history and techniques of wild
animal affection·training.
Although both books come from
diff erent backgrounds their
message is basically the same:
There is continuity between different species of animals and the
experiences of animals, although
different from ours, they are just
as valid. They both stress the need
for better two-way communication
between humans and animals.
Griffin begins by explaining how
horizons of animal behavior should
be expanded to include terms such
as mental experience, awareness,
mind and intention. Some scientists who study animals, Griffin explains, have limited the capacities
of animals. Who would have
thought bees could communicate
using dance and that bats direct
themselves using echolocation
(sonar)? Griffin also shows how
versatile animals are. He
describes the sign language experiments with the great apes and
tells all about Central's own Roger
Fouts who has pioneered two-way
communication with chimpanzees.
This book is really quite special
since it was written by a noted
biologist and ethologist. He has
broken the taboo and has posed
questions that have become the
forefront of experimental science.

Some questions raised by Griffin
are 1) Do animals have intentions
or mental images? How can we
find out? 2) If scientists accept
biological evolution in animals,
why do they shy away from the
concept of continuity in animal
mental experience? Is this logical?
3) Is it language that sets man
apart from other animals? How do
we know?
Griffin believes that the future of
ethology and animal communication, with a refinement of two-way
communication, could result in a
cognitive ethology as a truly experimental science. In the words of
E.O. Wilson, author of
"Sociobiology", "The very suggestion of a cognitive ethology might
have been considered dangerous or
even foolish by anyone other than
an experimental biologist of Professor Griffin's stature. We will
owe him a debt for breaking the /
taboo ... this little book will be im- - - portant and attract large readership." A copy of Griffin's book can
be ordered through the student
with just reason. Many circus
bookstore or Jerrols.
"The Gentle Jungle" is the uni- irainers will beat or electrically
que and touching story of Ralph shock animals if they would look in
and Toni Helfer, owners and the wrong direction. This contempt
operators of the Gentle Jungle and cruelty for animals is what the
(formerly Africa USA) in southern Helfers are trying to stop.
The book also contains many
California. It begins by explaining
stories
about
their affection for animals and how wonderful
from this love and affection Ralph human/animal interactions. One
can delve into the pages of the book
developed affection training.
Affection training, unlike circus and find the "stars" who we have
training, treats the animal as an seen on television or in motion picequal partner and being. The tures. Included among their more
animal's cage is considered ' it's than 6000 screen appearances are
home and when a human enters Battlestar Galactica, Charlies
that home he or she treats that Angels, Daktari,Bonanza, and
· animal with respect. Helfer ex- even the Mercury Cougar and the
j plains that affection training does
Esso-Enco tiger. The book also
· not mean only love or sweetness. tells of how the Helfers lost many
· Discipline is part of the game, but of their animals in a terrible flood.
i

-·

--.

-

I

mustrated by Sunshine Turtle

Toni Ringo Helfer, the author of
"The Gentle Jungle" is not only a
respected wild-animal behaviorist,
but also an accomplished wildlife
artist,
stuntwoman,
and
photographer. She has a deep passi on for Africa and hosts
photographic safaris to Kenya biannually. "The Gentle Jungle" can
be purchased by placing orders in
the bookstores in town or at the B.
Dalton in Yakima.
Regardless of your reading
tastes, whether they lean towards
the scientific or more towards
entertainment, you caii find quality and enjoyable reading about
animals in "The Question of
Animal Awareness" and "The
Gentle Jungle."

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
HAS ALWAYS BEEN IMPORTANT.
Man learned at a very early age that good ideas have to be
heard to be effective. So he devised his own method of
getting those ideas across. Today, on the job ... or in
school, communication remains a vital part of our world.
Which is exactly what we'll be talking about in the upcoming issue of "Insider" - the free supplement to your college newspaper from Ford.
We'll tell you how to improve your communication skills

... from writing term papers and doing oral presentations,
to communicating with friends, parents and persons of
authority. And whether you're looking for an internship or
a full-time job, we've got loads of info to help you get there.
With tips on how to write a persuasive resume, handle an
interview gracefully, use the telephone effectively, and
much more.
Check out the next issue of "Insider," and while you're looking, be sure to check out Ford's great new lineup for 1981.
Including Escort, the new world car that's built in America
to take on the world.

FORD
FORD DIVISION

Film probes
mind
(Continued from page 8)
a topic which had substance, but
frankly, we also wanted something
which would have the commercial
potential of a 'Jaws' or 'Star
Wars.'
"Well, we don't make films like
'Jaws' or 'Star Wars,"' Gotfried
admitted, ''but we thought we
might be able to get closer to a
'2001' c.oncept, integrating both
scientific credibility with suspense
I and the impact of a great horror
film. We wanted to probe the mind,
and Paddy, in doing his research,
started reading the author
Castenega.
"This opened up a whole genre of
. writing, including the material by
John Lilly, and we then started to
talk to different scientists about
the various options which
presented themselves in this area
for a film. That's basically how the
idea came ·about and 'Altered
States' is its fruition."

"Ellensburg
Bicycle Shop
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·come See Us
Tuesday - Friday
12-6
Saturday 10-5
·Sunday - Monday
Closed
Look for "Insider" - Ford's
continuing series of college . ......_, 00'---~
~--......::~~---newspaper supplements.
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Reviews

By Kevin Marketon

become a major group of . the
The only thing. I was disap- with the introduction of the elec- shrinks away from you.
future. Enough bragging, on with pointed with on the album was the tronic keyboard as a dominating
All of the fast songs ·sound the
the review.
·
recording quality of the album. . factor in their music, but this time same, and all of the slower songs
Toto seems to be an evolving There is a very bassy recording, it does not work.. It was a good try, · sound alike, also. In the faster
group. In their three albums, "they and the higher notes tend to be but flutes, violins, and electric songs, there is a constant trading
have changed their style from a drowned out by booming bass and keyboards do not do well together. . of leads between violins, flute, and
pop group, ~o a more rock- midrange tracks. At times, it is
If the keyboard playing was keyboards, and the elecric guitars
orientated style. There is less hard to hear the cymbals. lackluster, the flute riffs were not. just go along for the ride. The
repetition of chords in their music, Although this part of the album is Ian Anderson is one of the best drums and percussion are weak
and there is more instrumental poor, it is the only part of the flutists I have ever heard, and if he and almost non-existant, but,
riffs. Their first album, although it record that lacks quality. ThiS ever went solo, he would be a suc- again that may stem from the poor
was a good one, was little more album is an easy one to like, once cess on the basis of his ability as a recording quality of the album.
than a collection of three-chord you give it a couple of plays and get musician alone. The other in- The slow songs have a decent
guitar licks played over and over used to their new style.
.strumentals on the album were guitar lead, but that is the only
· again. With songs on the album
fair, but nothing to write home to thing worth mentioning.
- - - - - - . . . , . - - - - - - - - such as "99", it showed that they
It seems as if Tull tried
Mom about. The vocals were,
were still playing to the pop auM
along with Anderson's flutery, the something new with this album,
dience. But other songs such as .
and it didn't work. But they should .
saving grace of this album.
~?,he
"White Sister" showed that a I
As far as the recording goes, I be praised for not giving us ''forM
change was in progress.
'
':was not impressed. Tull records on mula rock", meaning that they get
Perhaps . Toto got · their
A1Chrysalis Records, which are not one successful song and we hear it
1
knowledge of pop music from Boz
noted for turning out superior over and over again for the next
Lruce Springsteen, "The River", Scaggs. Toto played backup for .
· !quality albums. This album would ten years.
CBS .R ecords
Scaggs on his last three albums. If I
This time it didn't work, but we
irate a five on a scale of 10 for
you compare the music of Scaggs i: ··
/recording quality. Everything is have not heard the last from them
to Toto's stuff; you notice a
there, but it is lifeless, and it does yet. Jethro Tull is an extremely
The Boss is back. Or at least similarity.. On their new album,
· not sound real. There is nothing talented group, and we shall hear
that's what the advertisers said. there is a distinct change from this
th~t really jumps out and grabs the
from them again, hopefully with a
Well, for once, they were right. style. They seem to have taken the
listener. If anything, this album better album than this one.
Tu;s album took two years to
emphasis off the keyboards and
make, and it sounds as if they did
put more on the guitars. There also
not waste a minute on it. There is
seems to be an interest in quality
not: une bad track on the album. It
vocals
than shouting. There
Cha· nnel 10
'1w.: the best recording quality of is such rather
a difference in the sound of
·----------------:iny record by a name musician in
their music, that it ,is hard to tell
MONDAY
FEB.
16
. ie past year. Everything is done
that it's Toto.
Wt."'ll on this album, from the arThere are seveal songs on the
?:00 F'LY FISHING WITH JIM TEENY
rangement, to the harp player acalbum that stand a chance of comM Jethro Tull, ''A'', Chrysalis 7:30 WILDCAT BASKETBALL: University of Hawaii (Hilo) vs. Central
companying Bruce Springsteen on
mercial success. "Goodbye Records
Washington University
several cuts.
Elenore" is the best track on the
The album is without a doubt the album, and it is their current
mo.c.rt popular album on campus, as
single. "Gift with a Golden Gun" is
The name of this album is "A". · TUESDAy FEB. 17
the- resident halls are constantly
also very good. "If it's the last · The performance on this album is
playing it at about 60 decibels. It is
night" is perhaps one of the better "C". Jethro Tull tries to change 3:00 WILDCAT WOMENS BASKETBALL: Seattle Pacific U. vs. Central
absolutely impossible to find a parM
mellow songs I've heard in a while. their style somewhat in this album Washington University ... LIVE!
·
ty on the ·weekend that hasn't
5:15
·
WILDCAT
JV
BASKETBALL:
Seattle
Pacific U. vs. Central
played "Cadillac Ranch" at least
Washington University .... I.JVE!
once. His single, "Hungry Heart",
7:30 OSHA NEWS
is hot on .t he heels of the late John
'8:00
PUBI.JC POI.JCY FORUM: The State of Congress:Can it Meet
Lennon's "Starting Over" as the
Tomorrows Challenge?
most popular song worldwide, and
Auditions have been set for
·it should take over the number one
William Gibson's memorable
spot in a week or two.
drama about Helen Keller, Miracle
WEDNESDAY FEB. 18
Springsteen has a unique quality
Worker, which will be produced on
of being a pied piper of the rock
campus in mid-April.
7:00 SPORTSCOPE
world. When one of his rowdy
Sophomore Carol Chamberlin,
7:30 WILDCAT BASKETBALL: University of Hawaii (Hilo) vs. Central
songs are played, the rowdiness is
Ellensburg, will make her direcWashington
University
contagious. When a mellow song is
ting debut with the play, scheduled
played, the same effect is true.
April 1~rn in the Threepenny
"Point Blank", a slower song on I.'
Playhouse
on
campus.
his album, can do just that.
Chamberlin, a drama· major,
I can honestly say that this is one
recently appeared in the Central
of the few albums that I liked the
·
premier Heart Is Where the Home
first time I listened to it. Usually, it
Is.
takes a good spin or two to have a
Auditions for the cast of seven
new album grow on you. It is unwomen and seven men will be Feb.
necessary to do that with this
23 and 24 at 7 p.m. in the Threepenalbum. Maybe it's the recording
ny Playhouse.
quality, or maybe it's the music,
For more information about the
but I can't seem to quit listening to
production, call the Drama
·.
this album, and according to the
Department, 963-1766.
sales of the album, about 2 million
other people agree with me.

Boss is back ·

On KC WU TV

Electric keyboard,
dominates work

Auditions set
£or.drama

'Miracle WOrker

,

UGLY BEAR
TAVERN
Kegs to Go ·

$28.00 plus· deposit

&
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Toto evolving.
group
Toto, "Turn Back", CBS
Records
It is difficult for me to critique
Toto without revealing some bias,
so be forewarned. I bought their
first album in the fall of 1978, and
told my friends that they would
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ear after ·

year, semester
after semester,

the college Pan from Fidelity Union Life

·

has been the most accepted, most popular life insurance
program on campuses all over America.
Find out why.

-

Call the Fidelity Union Life
Field° Associate in your area:

~~

Uniontife

=
=
~

5
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Byron King
925-4176

Don Cleman
Rick Sasaki
962-9292

Feb. 17th
7:30 p.m.
Dr. Kosy -Will Speak
Caribbean
and
Mediterranean Cruise

I! ..................................-.........................................
iE

GLOBAL TRAVEL
Film. Cruise Night

925-4175

phone for futher info.
J-leather & Margie : 925-6961
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Alumni art shown
d'Elaine Johnson, a 1954
Central graduate, currently
has an' art display in the
Alumni Suite of Barge 310.
She is a painter, holds· a
Bachelor and Master of
Fine Arts, exhibits
throughout the Americas,
and is a lecturer and art ins tru cto r. Johnson has
become well-known for her
poetic interpretations of the
.sea.

L

F ehruary Guideline
·Music

Feb. 18-La Traviata--8 p.m., Hertz
Hall.
Feb. 14-La Traviata-by Verdi. Feb. 19-Andres Segovia-Seattle
Sidney Nesselroad, -· director. 8 Opera House, 8 p.m.
p.m., Hertz Hall. $12 (by invita- Feb. 21-La Traviata--8 p.m., Hertz
tion).
Hall.
Feb.
22-Ferrante and TeicherFeb. 15 - - Rock bands Dream
Seattle
Opera Hoµse, 8 p.m.
Flight and Voyager - - Yakima's
Feb. 24-Herbert Bird, violin--8
Capitol Theatre.
p'.m., Hertz Hall.
Feb. 17--Student Recital--Lyn
Dragovich, clarinet; Lisa
Art
Faulkner, oboe, 8 p.m., Hertz Hall.
Feb. 2-20-Sculpture by Lynda
Feb. 17 - - Jazz Choir I - - Noon, Rockwood, Seattle artist-Sarah
SUB Pit.
,
Spurgeon Gallery, 8-12, 1-5
Feb. 18 -- Jazz Band I-.- Noon, SUB weekdays.
Pit.
Feb. 23-Student Art Show-Sarah
~·<bl<bi~~C0...0-.~~:0'>e:Qw.Ql~t,Q>t.Q>c.Q><Q->

§

!

(.UfU.

Spurgeon Gallery (through March
6).
d'Elaine Johnson paintings in the
Alumni Suite, Barge 310.

Aykroyd and John Belushi in
Chicago. Also includes Aretha
Franklin, Ray Charles, !\fatt
"guitar" Murphy, and James
Brown. 3, 7, 9:30 p.m., SUB.
Feb. 13-Holiday-Cary Grant and
Drama
Katherine Hepburn star in this
Feb. 24-Tne Gin Game-Seattle's comedy about a man who fell in
Moore Theatre, 8 p.m.; starring love with his zany sister-in-iaw on
the eve of his wedding. Ellensburg
Phyllis Thaxter and Larry Gates.
Feb. 26-28-Last of the Red Hot Public Library 7 p.m.
Lovers-by Neil Simon, dinner Feb. 15--Loves of a Blonde-Directed by Milos Forman. Loves
theatre, 8 p.m., SUB Theatre.
· of a Blonde is an understated
Films
perceptive, ironic and funny series
of observations on the pretenses,
Feb. 12-The Blues Brothersawkwardne~s and pathos of adolesMusical slapstick farce with Dan
cent love. 7 p.m., Hertz Hall.
Feb. 19-Honeysuckle Rose-Willie
Nelson as a singer touring with his
backup band. Also stars Dyan Cannon and Amy Irving. 3, 7, 9:30
p.m.,SUB.
Feb. 20-Snoopy Come HomeS:rioopy leaves home to live with his
first owner, but the Peanuts gang
can't live without him. Ellensburg
Public Library, 7 p.m.
Feb. 22-Hunger-Per Oscarsson
makes this film from a novel by the
Norwegian author, Knut Hamsun.
We not only see the young, broke
and hungry author, but we experience, through his eyes and
mind, his loneliness and hunger
pains. Hertz Hall, 7 p.m.
Feb. 26-Brubaker-Robert Redford as Henry Brubaker, warden of
Wakefield State Penitentiary with
a look inside of prison life. 3, 7, 9: 30
p.m.SUB.
Feb. 27-The Reivers-Faulkner's
Pulitzer Prize novel is adapted to
(%3-lll')
film, with-Steve McQueen starring . .

(i)pera W~r~hop an~ ~~mphon~ itbrcheslra

-~re~~nh-

r. a ~fdlJiata
~ala

iPrtstnlabon

februa~3 It~ 8:00

~er{~
h~

R"-'ital full
reservation

!Pm

Ah mi.ssion:
~ 3.59 ~enriral
~ 2_.iQ Sfuhertts·
-~or-

A~~itional ~er~ormance.
fthruar~ IS~ anh-.:l' ~i
Tickets Available A! SUB Info §
Booth {And the Dmly Record)§
~

§
§

~

· Gala Presentation
on Feb. 14th
by reservation only
For more information

2
§
~

§

~~~(7..q:~~bKb~~~~~~~·~ca~ll<Q->9~

3rd '& Sampson
962-2550

Mitch Vogel plays a twelve year
old boy who learns how hard life is
during a rolicking jaunt from rural
Mississippi
to
Memphis.
Ellensburg Public Library, 6: 45

µ.m.

'Fiddler' vets
perforTn in
Verdi opera
By Cara Underwood
"She who has gone· astray"
sounds as if there has been a role
reversal between Little Bo Peep
:ind her sheep. Actually, it is
Verdi's opera, "La Tr~viata"
which Central is producing.
Three of the student performers
are veterans from last year's production of "Fiddler on the Roof.
Brian Thompson, a baritone who
portrays the Baron, played the
lead in last year's musical. He says
he enjoyed carrying the show and
the pressure because he did play
the lead. "I felt creative with
movement. The character I played
had dimension and I got to see all
sides."
Shelly Byrd, a mezzo-soprano
who portrays Flora in "La
Traviata", says "Personally, for
my vocal capabilities 'La
Traviata' is a basic learning experience and the opportunity is
good."
Michael Ritchie; a tenor, plays
Gastone and is the understudy for
the leading role "Alfredo." He explains that the opera is in English,
not Italian, so people can understand it. He feels "La Traviata" is
"a lot tougher" than most productions he's worked on. "It can be tiring but it's my field· and I enjoy
singing.''
The director of "La Traviata" is
Sidney Nesselroad with Prof. Eric
Roth conducting the Central Symphony. The performance will be
presented for gala, without dinner
on Feb. 18 and 21 at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Hall. This Saturday, it will include
dinner at $12 per person which 41cludes the opera and a buffet at the
Elks Temple at 6 p.m. with a no
host bar at 5 p.m.
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Student to direct 'Shadow Box'
By Jan Farley
For a student to have the opportunity to direct a play is an unusual
occurai1Ce at most colleges, But
John Feigen, a senior drama major, is being given that chance.
The play is "The Shadow Box'
by Michael Cristopher and th£
directing project is part of the cur·
riculum of the Drama Department.
This is Feigen's first solo attempt at directing and he feels
"it's a lot of responsibility." "If
anything goes wrong with casting,
blocking, lights or whatever it all
comes down on your head. It is
challenging but the reward'> are
there. You have to be everything
from a father to a traffic cop. It's a
great experience, but it's scary."
"The Shadow Box" is a play

late, forcing him to postpone his j
auditions. "It set us back a week,"
Feigen said, "and I'm working the
actors harder. But I've got a good
cast."
Feigen came to Ellensburg from
Indiana in 1977 after spending four
years as a psychiatric technician
in the Navy. He found out about
Central from a friend who encouraged him to come out West.
During his second quarter here,
Feigen did something that changed
his whole life. For the first time in
his life he tried out for the part in a
play, he got it and has been a
positive an~ active participant
ever since.
Some of his activites at Central
include serving as president of the
Threepenny Players Drama Club,
co-directing the local Haunted
House at the fairgrounds, puppeteering, organinzing High School
~
Drama Day and assistant directing "Peter Pan" in 1979. Recently,
he has had roles in ''Tobacco
Road," "A Christmas Carol" and
1969. It has since become a popular · "Fiddler on the Roof."
choice for repertory, community
His eyes on an acting career,
and University theatre performing r"eigen plans to go to an acting
groups w'th ih high humor and school, possibly the American
sharp rr·.;:ception of. the frustra- I Academy of Dramatic Arts in
tlons of the middle aged American California.
male.
Production dates for the Pulitzer
Prize winner-are March 12, 13 and
The play is directed by Dr. Milo 14 at 8 p.m. in the Threepenny
L. Smith and will feature a cast of Playhouse.
one man and three women, headed
by Len Williams, AnthropologJ
department Museologist. Williams
plays Barney Cashman, the middle
aged butcher whose life is at a tur- '

about life just before death and
takes place in three hospital cot· tages where terminally ill patients
go to die with dignity. To help his
cast get a better feeling and
understanding of the situation,
Feigen brought in sociology professor, Laura Appleton, to speak to
them on the subject of death and
dying.
"It's a hard show to act but I feel
it. has something to say." Feigen
~ontinued, "It is interesting to look
nto the lives of people facing
death. The play is relevant. After
all, death is really the only sure
thing in life."
There is always the potential for
countless problems when directing
a play but it seems that Feigen
already has had more than his
share. Due to a misunderstanding,
the scripts for the show arriYed

•
h
D IDDer t eatre new J.eature
Dinner Theatre, The -entertainment phenomenon of metropolitan
centers will finally be available in
Ellensburg when the DrM Department presents Neil Simon's Last of
the Red Hot ~vers.
The SUB Ballroom will be
transformed into a combination
dining room and theatre for the six
performances scheduled for Feb.
26, 27, 28, and March 5, 6, and 7th.
The first Thursday, Friday and
Saturday are being reserved as
"student weekend" with a pizza
and beverage dinner served prior
to performance time. Specially
priced tickets will include the dinner and admission with no tickets
sold except for the combination.

ning point. other cast members include Central students, Jaimee
Miller as Elaine Navazio, Kim
Bauman as Bobbi Michele, and
Teresa Knox as Jeanette Fisher.
On March 5, 6 and 7, non- The technical direction is supervisstudents will be invited to attend. ed by Prof. Katherine M. Hartzell.
The dinner those evenings will
feature a complete menu with bak- · Dinner will be served each evened ham and roast beef.
ing at 6 with curtain time scheduled for 8:00. During February
The Broadway comedy by Neil tickets will be on sale at the SUB
Simon, had its opening in New information desk and at the
York City during December of Ellensburg Daily Record Office.

Ifs time for love

The Romantics
by BULOVA
featuring a dainty diamond
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Our newest collection of Ladies· Diamond
Dial Quartz Watches are all dres.sed up for
Valentine's Day.
Choose from silver or gold tone bracelet or
attractive black satin strap.
So ... make your gift of love a Bulova, and
remind her of all the good times.
Receive An Elegant Gift Box With Eac, 1
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John Feigen will direct the play "Shadow Box" which
will play in the Threepenny ,· Playhouse March 12, 13 and
14.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Central Washington University has several employment opportunities
with Youth Conservation Corps ·seven-day week residential camp
beginning June 13, 1981 through August 22, 1981. Interested persons
may apply on or before February 25, 1981 to Wendell Hill, Director
of Auxiliary Services, CWU, Barge Hall 204, Ellensburg, WA 98926
or call 1-509-963-2611. Those applications received after February 25,
1981 will only be considered in the event sufficient applications have
not been received to fill all positions.
RECREATION, GROUP LIVING COORDINATOR
Salary $2,585 plus room and board. Education Requirements: Bachelor
Degree in Environmental Education, Natural Resource Management,
Outdoor Recreation or other related areas. Work experience requirements: Completion of one season of YCC work experience and some
experience in working with small groups as a project leader. Duties
include planning, implementing a balanced curriculum in an Environmental Awareness Program as well as a recreation program for evening
and weekends which best meets the needs of 45 enrollees and which
best provides the maximum utilization for the staff skills and educational opportunities available.
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS COORDINATOR
Salary $2,585 plus room and board. Education Requirements: Bachelor
Degree in Environmental Education, Natural Resource Management,
Outdoor Recreation or related area. Completion of one season of YCC
work experience and some experience working with small groups as
project leader. Duties include planning, implementing, and operating
a balanced conservation environmental awareness program which best
meets the specific needs of 45 enrollees and which provides for the
maximum utilization of the other staff skills and educational opportunities available.
GROUP LEADER
Salary $1765 plus room and board. Educational Requirements: two
academic years at a college or university, plus successful completion of
one season of YCC work experience. Incumbents will direct field work
project sites and be responsible for the actions and products of a group
of youths at project site.
In the event there are not sufficient applicants who have had minimum
work experience, substitution of other related work experience will be
made by the University.

. ....
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Beardsley selected
to Hall of Fame
After almost 30 years of titles, as Bill Elliot of Cashmere
coaching wrestling, 22 of them (A), Ray Blondin of Sunnyside
here in· Ellensburg, CWU coach (AA) and Ron Seibel of Moses
Eric Beardsley has been awarded ' Lake (AAA), all of whom wrestled
·the most prestigious award the Na- under Beardsley, took their teams
tional Association of Inter- to state championships
The one statistic that doesn't
collegiate Athletics as to offer - the
NAIA Coaches Award to the Hall of look so impressive at first glance is
, his cumulative 144-129-5 win-loss" Fame.
A letter from Harry Fritz, ex- 1 tie · record. Most of the loses,
ecutive director of the NAIA, dated
Jan. 30, stated, "This tribute is in
recognition of' your athletic
achievements and your exemplifying the highest . ideals of intercollegiate athletics and fine moral
character.''
Beardsley, a 1950 Central
graduate, isn't .the only Wildcat
alumnus being inducted into the
Hall of Fame this year. One of his
__, former wrestlers, two-time national champion - ~nnis Wamm,
has_also been selected.

He claims he's spoiled with the
: fine talent he's been blessed with in
:the past, but adds, "That's the
~ name of the game at the college
:level, you need talent."

In 1971 the seventh-ranked
Wildcats traveled to the nationals
with five wrestlers, in hopes of bringing home the fourth place
trophy, at best. The favored teams,
Nabraska at Omaha and Adams
: Central could be even stronger, State each had full teams, and
Beardsley points out, if it was able were ready to nab the title.
The Wildcat's however, had a .
to recruit like some of the other
different idea, and when it was all
i nearby colleges and universities.
over, the CWU' wrestlers had pick!ed up the schOQls first-ever na.tional championship title. It was
only the second won by a District I
representative. As a result, Beardsley was named NAIA Coach ()f the
Year.
The year 1974 brought a repeat
performance at the nationals, as
six Wildcats placed, and BeardsJey
was once again Coach of the Year.
Suprisingly, wrestling was not
, his main interest in earlier years.
Track and field, Beardsley says,
was his first love.

"l 'm really

overwhelmed. "
"I'm really overwhelmed,"
Beardsley said. "It's even more
overwhelming to receive an award
like this with one of my former
wrestlers."
It is said that one doesn't receive an award of this magnitiude overnight - it takes some impressive
statistics to earn it. But then Eric
Beardsley has some mighty imEric Beardsley is in his 23rd year at the helm of the CWU
pressive numbers to his credit.
He is tied for second for the wrestlers.
.... greatest number of national cham"It's hard to recruit against
pions coached with 11. And since he however, came from larger, NCAA
schools.
schools
giving full rides," he said.
is the only active coach among the
"TY/
e
don't
duck
any
"They
can
just put more stars in
other three men who have coached
w
the kids eyes than vie can."
11 and 12 champs, just two more
champions will put him at the head of the big schools ... "
of the pack.
"We don't duck any of the big
, Beardsley, who founded the
schools, because your talented kids
CWU wrestling program in 1959,
need strong competition," Beardranks 5th in the number of insley says. "If we'd been competing
dividual championships, and
against weaker schools all along,
fourth for overall points scored in
sure our record would be much
the national tournaments
more impressive, but we probably
throughout the 1970's.
never would have had the national
He has coached 26 Allperformances we've had."
Americans, 46 national-place
finishers, and three NAIA outstan"I can't believe how fortunate
ding wrestlers. CWU alumnus I've been," a proud, yet humble
made a clean sweep of the 1980 Beardsley said. "I've had
Washington high school wrestling unbelievable success.''
What Beardsley recruits on, like
most other CWU coaches, is the
school itself. "A lot of these kids
want to be coaches themselves,
and this is a good school to get that
training," he said.
But the talent he's had has taken
him to the nationals every year
since the very beginning and he's
not complaining about it one bit.
Beardsley made his first national appearance when he and tw-0
wrestlers traveled to Terre Haute,
Indiana, by train in 1960. "It took
us two and a half days to get
there," he said, "and neither one of
the boys did very well." He attributed the two's p<>or performance to the long ride as well as a
lack of practice prior to their first
match.
That semi-unsuccessful year
was the first and last one for
Beardsley, as he went on to
develop what has become a very
successful string.
Beardsley supervises the care of an injured wrestler.
1
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After getting degrees from
Yakima Valley Community College and CWU (then known as Cen' tral Washington State College),
: Beardsley went to Moses Lake
1 }ligh School in 1951, where he
coached track. With what little he
remembered from AAU youth
wrestling, he started a wrestling
program there, the first in Eastern
Washington.
In 1954 he took a year off in order
to get his master's degree from
Springfield
College
in
· Massachusetts. He returned to
Moses Lake the next year and
stayed there until 1959, leaving
after coaching them to the state
AAA championship.
From there, Beardsley came to
CWU as an associate rofessor of

physical education, the position he
still holds. This same year he
founded the Wildcat wrestling pro: gram, and the Tall Timber Summer Wrestling Camp, the first of
its kind in Washington state.
Twenty-one years later, Beardsley
is still active in the Tall Timber
Camp, as a member of the board of
directors.

"Wrestling is
total fitness,"
"Wrestling is total fitness,"
Beardsley claims. Asked what
type of person strives to become
good at wrestling, he answers with
. a no-holds-barred opinion.
"It's people .with a high pain
tolerance. They can't be afr~id to
hurt themselves." he said, adding
. that there may also be a touch of
I

....

~ ••

I :it:<Jt:··

li

masoc sm m not Just a ew grapplers.
"Many of them like the feeling of
.aurting themselves," he said, "and
many of them like the feeling of
hurting someone else - legally that
is."

"You can be your
own worst enemy."
In explaining his personal
philosophy of the sport, Beardsley
compares it to life itself in terms of
individuality. "You make or break
yourself in what you accomplish,
and you can be your own worst
enemy, as you can't depend on
anybody but yourself," he said.
He claims what makes a good
wrestler, aside from total fitness,
is a -good, intense workout on a
regular basis. "You have to practice against the level of competition you're going to face
a
match," he says.
When not coaching or teaching,
Beardsley enjoys his weekly climb
up nearby Manastash Ridge. "I .
like to do things that are pre\ty
physical," says Beardsley, a-man
of'near perfect health and physical
condition at the age of 55.
· He also enjoys handball, and is
sorry to see its steady declli1e i.11
popularity. "It's getting to be1a lost
art,'' he said, and he attributes this
to the recent upsurge of raquetball
players. He loves to play golf, but
doesn't get to spend much time at
it, besides, he says " ... there isn't
much activitiy in it."
Physical activity see~ a way of

m

life for Beardsley, a strong
beleiver the idea that "a coach
needs to set a good example for his
kids. They need to be able to be
proud of their coach and the way
he takes care of himself."
Central wrestling coach Eric
Beardsley gives his team more
than just his physical condition to
be · proud of. His achievements,
ideals; and moral character make
him a man highly respected by all
he comes in contact with, especially his wrestlers. Just ask one of
them.

Story by
Alan Anderson ·
Photos by
Doug· Keith ,
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CWU ~wimmers stage .
final home meets
:

!

cher and Dunning in a 3:21.9.
This weekend, the Wildcats host
their final dual meets of the year
against Whitman College and the
University of Puget Sound on Friday and Pacific Lutheran Univer- .
·
sity on Saturday.

By Alan Anderson

The CWU swim teahi completed
their final road trip last weekend,
with the men splitmg two meets
and the women winning two and
losing one.
l
The men's record now stands at
11-5 after they dowhed Eastern
e
Washington 59-54, bqt fell to the
University of Idaho 4!H>8. The
.
women· beat Eastern Washington
.
71-68, and the Univef.sity of MonConlin· ued from
tana 80-51, while losing to the
University of Idaho 152-at. Their
page 2
. record is now 11-6. ;
She strongly believes that not on
Picking up individkl wins for ly men and women deserve equali
the Wildcats were Lisa Olander ty, but people of all races and ag
(one and three meter diving), groups as well. And says it'
Terry Lathan (one and three meter unlikely people will recognize thei
diving), Shannon Tweit (1,000 potential in society or as an in
freestyle, 11:23.64 and 500 free, dividual unless they have t ·
5:35.1), Kirk Fletcher (200 equality.
breaststroke, 2: 19.5), Celeste
Something one might expect t
Robischon (50 free, 25.6), and Will come With a university presidenc
would be a lot of after hours feed
Delony (50 free, 23.19) !
Robischon's 25.6 in :the 50 free back from angry citizens of the col
was a new CWU school record, . lege community.
breaking the previous mark of
"I had heard that's one of th
25.87 she set only a week earlier.
things that happened to you," sh
A key race in the mens dual meet said, but claims, fortunate!
with Eastern was . the Wildcat's enough it hasn't happened.
"I think most women put a lot in
sweep of the 200 breast, by Fletcher, Kevin Hegge and Jeff to their husband's job and maybe
Osborn.
they're not as conspicuous doing it
The winning relays for the as I am, but even in two career
women were 200 fr~e team of families each puts a lot into the
Tweit, Linda Ashburn, Robischon other ones career,'' she said.
and Laurie Partch in 1:47.14; the
"I'm really the same person I
same team in the 400;free with a . would be anywhere," she conclud
3: 55.5; the mens 400 free team of ed, " I don't. really feel that muc
Bruce Fletcher, Toip. Dunning, different about being part of th
Bob Kennedy and Pat McCarthy in college community than I ever fel
a 3:20.35; and the men's 400 free before. Maybe a little more con
team of McCarthy, D~lony, Flet- spicuous, though."

M rs
·

Garr1·t Y

Central's Rick Elstrom works to control Eastern'~ ;O~ker
Springsteen last Friday. Elstrom decisioned Springsteen in their
190 pound match.

Grapplers host tournament
Seven champions return to defend their titles &t~day in the second annual Washington State College Wrestling tournament at
CWU's Nicholson Pavilion.
Central, which won last year's
team title, returns two individual
champs, including two-time na
tional runnerup Ronald Ellis at 126
pounds and C.D. Hoiness at 142
pounds.
Wa~hington State, the pre

tourney favorite, has two cham- ·
·pions: Brian Higa at 118 and John
Bliss at 167.
Simon Fraser, the , only nonWashington school in the eightteam field, has three defending
titlists: Dave McKay at 150, Mike
Quinsey at 177 and Nick Kiniski in
the heavyweight division.
Kirtiski, however, will be hardpressed to retain his title as
Eastern's unbeaten Dan Thew
1

(24-0) is also in the field. Western's
Jeff Bergsma (14-3) could also be a
challenger for the heavyweight
crown.
The field includes six of the
seven schools in the state of
Washington, which sponsor varsity
wrestling teams (Central,
Western, Eastern, Washington
State, Grays Harbor and Columbia
Basin), Simon Fraser and the
University of Washington club·
team.

a

I

Do You Ha.ve
A.Nose For
News?
Do you know
some real people?
An amazing
animal?
or a
"tha(s " incredib~e"
story? '

Call
Scoop Line

963-1026

PA~s

Nobogy can do it
likeMcIJonalds canrM
1304 Canyon Road

925-6101

This week's winner: Ric Bean

1
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Barney, Carter selected
Mike Barney and Eli Carter
have been selected CWU' s playersof-the-week.
The two Seattle natives had
ahnost identical stats in three
games last week. Barney, a 6-2
, guard, hit 12 of 27 shots, passed for
nine assists and scored 27 points.
''Eli played his best basketball of
the season for us," coach Dean
Nicholston said. "Mike has been
our most consistent player all
year."
Carter, a strong defensive
player, has been hampered by illnes and injuries most of the
seasson and is averaging just 5.4
points. 'Barney averages 6.5 and
leads the team in assists with 75
and steals with 45 and ranks second in both field goal (50.4) and
.I~:
free throw (72.0 percentage.
- ,ii•

Mike Barney (left) leads Central in steals with 45, .
while EJi·Carter ~top) is averaging '5.4)points per game.

Wildcats take on Hawaii
The Pacific Northwest's two
perennial NAIA district champions
finish a two game series tonight at
Nicholson Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.
The games are being sponsored
. by the Associated Students of Central and season passes will not be
honored for either contest.
Hawaii-Hilo has won three of the
last four District 2 (Oregon,
Hawaii) titles and Central has won
seven straight and 14 of 16 District
1 crowns.
However, both teams are facing
I stiff challenges for the right to
I return to the national turnament in
. Kansas City. Hawaii-Hilo ranks second to Oregon College of Educa: tion in the District 2 point race and
CWU currently trils St. Martin's
l and Simon Fraser in District 1.
: Hawaii-Hilo began its six-game
I mainland tour with a 15-4 record. It
i lost to the Co~ege of Notre Dame
. (Calif.) 89-80 and Seattle Universi. ty 69-67 and defeated Sonoma
State, 52-50.
1

Rooter bus scheduled
CWU students and, fans are invited to ride the team bus to
Tacoma Saturday. The Wildcats
will be playing the University of
Puget Sound.
Cost of the trip is $15, which in-

eludes a post-game meal, or $12
without the meal. Interested persons should contact Bob Guptill,
sports information director at
963-1491. The deadline is 3 p.m. today.

1

Ostrander Drugs

The Vulcans, now 16-6 {prior to.
Monday's game at Whitman College in Walla Walla), have only one
starter off their 1980 squad- center
Steve Cavalini. The 6-8 senior is the
team's top rebounder at 9.7 and
ranks fourth in scoring at 7.4.
Hawaii's four losses prior to
coming to the mainland for the only time this season came to OCE
78-64 (they won the second game of
the serioes 85-.68), · Chaminade
69-64, Bethany-Nazarine 72-57 and
the USF Dons 78-69. BethanyNazarine was ranked No. 1 in the
' country when it beat the Vulcans.
Central brought a 14-9 record into the series after losing to Simon
Fraser 67-65 for the first time since
1974, and to Pacific Lutheran 60-59
· for the first time since 1971 last
•week.
The Cats ended a three-game losing streak against NAIA schools
. Saturday beating Western
· Washington 66-59 in Bellingham.
Starting forward .Steye__ Pudists

missed all three games and Robert
Nellams, a part-time starting
· guard, missed the weekend contests with the flu.
Nicholson also said forward John
· Harper, who leads the team in
· schoring, would probably be able'
to take off the pad he has been
wearing to protect a broken bone in
his hand in about 10 more days.
: Following the series with
' Hawaii, Central travels to Puget
:So~d Saturday for a g~e with
'.the Loggers. The two teams have
divided a pair of games, each winning on the road. After defeating
the Loggers 72-66 in the finals of
the UPS Christmas tournament on
Dec. 29. UPS bombed Central 76-57
Jan. 27 at home.
"We are expecting a better
·game," Nicholson said. "Our
, health will be better than it was
i la$t time."

SaturdaJ, Feb. 14

Dinner theatre
Water Street Theatre Works
Presents
Two ComedJ Shorts
about ,8 p.m,
Dinner.Sened 4 p.m.-9 p.m.

(air du Temps

Jovan Musk Oil

You'll en/oy
OUR VALENTINE

:Norell

·epres

Emeraude

. Windsong

WEDIESDIY It 1lw111 u•l11' li&ht in tt.1 ara1•
Room, $1.21 llrinkt for th~ l1tli11, I p.m.·1:JG·•·•· .

' SPECIALS

Featuring Nash

lu1tr11i1n Lo•attr Di1n1r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1"
Broiled T1rir1ld Poat Steik••••••••••••••••••• -••••• ~ • 4"
S1ut11d Fr11h So1llop1••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••.• I"
Includes salad fJor, IHllced pofafo, cle11erf

Chloe'

Sophia

Champagne Splits s J.75 All week

ChQnel No . .5, 19, & 22

I
\.

-120 E. 4th

Downtown
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lntramurals
Winter quarter intramurals

offer full slate
•h
to bring home two league cham- ,
K l•d's nzg.
t out 1 pionships, a second-place and a

third-place finish. They had an · •••OFFICIAL OF THE WEEK***
Gerald Denman
Kid's Night Out is a cwu
. unblemished 15-0 record in 1979.
gram designed to entertain ~~~ '. Hutavatchra, a native of Thailand, .
! ! !TEAM OF THE WEEK!!!
educate children ages five through has bee~ at Central. for six ~ears. '
10. The program 1·s open to the Under his leadership the Wiidcat
LA
. .G·N
. .AF
. . was chosen t earn of
children of students, faculty, staff Soccer Club has become a well- · the week for thier win over Knee
and the ELiensburg Community. respected group in organized com- High in the 6-foot and under
league . LAG
Featured is a four hour program petitive soccer.
. . . NA
. .F . snappe d
on Friday nights at Lincoln
The team begins working out in Knee High's three-year winning
Elementary School from 6 to 10 September and competes in league streak of 31 games with a 47-45
p.m. that has a variety of activities play against WSU, Gonzaga, U of overtime win. The game was won
for the kids.
Montana, U of Idaho, while conti- on a last second shot from
Activities range from arts and nuing training for winter and spr- halfcourt.
Congratula t'wus t o L.A.G.N.A.F .
crafts and dancing to play1'ng the ing tournaments.
gym. On Feb. 20, the program has · Practices are currently held in Your conduct and sportmanship is
been set to the theme of Mexican the pavilion fieldhouse weeknights an asset to your program.
Night, to include the opening of a it 8 p.m. Anyone interested is in- ·------------~
pinata, snacks, and singing Mex- 1ited to attend.
ican songs. The fees for the
children are $2.25 for the children
of students, and $3.25 for the
Men's "A" League
children of faculty, staff and the
How does a $50.00 Gift Cercommunity.
tificate from Pizza Piace sound?
WL
Your team can win this by entering Division I
5 0
the pre-season softball tournament 76'ers
Dynasty
41
March 5,6, and 7.
F.O.A.D.
2 3
There
will
be
a
maximwn
of
16
Believe it or not, everybody can ·
Irish
2 3
teams
in
a
double-elimination
tourlift weights. No matter what size,
Moore-ons
2 3
sex or athletic ability. All there ha~ nament. There will be cash prizes Johnny Wadd a11d
0 5
of
$30
and
$20
for
2nd
and
3rd
to be is DESIRE !-desire to better
places. The entry fee will be $10 the Seaman Demans
yourself physically and metally.
Weightlifting can trim you down and one new softball. Sign-up
or build you up depending on what sheets are available in the In- Division II
WL
kind of weightlifting program tramural · Office, so have your X's
5 0
team
sign
up
soon.
you're on. Becoming muscle bound
Slamdunks
3 2
is the myth of the present.
Twi-Light-Zone
3 2
H you have the desire, come to
Tim Crabb
2 3
Room 116, NPAV on Thursday at 6
Rockswatters
2 3
CWU Outdoor Programs has not
p.m. The Powerlifting Club has the
Forfeit
0 10
quarter
due
had
a
very
successfull
time to help you on the way to getting "pumped up" about weight to the lack of snow. Nevertheless,
there are some spectacular protraining!
Men's "B" League
grams planned for the remamder
of the quarter that we would like to
Division I
WL
make you aware of.
3 0
On Saturday, Feb. 21, we are NCW Finest and B.C.
3 0
having a snowshoeing outing that The Bruisers
Soccer has grown progressively will be open to anyone willing to Moon Men
12
and its popularity has strengthen- lace a pair of snowshoes on. Scrobs
1 2
ed at Central.
1 2
Registration for this event will be Tim Hart
The Central Soccer Club, coach- in the Games Room of the SUB.
The Probes
0 3
ed by Chusak Hutavatchra, has
In the next few weeks we also
become a power in the Northwest would like to be able to run a weekIntercollegiate Soccer Leaque. The ; ly ski bus, on Wednesday nights, Division II
WL
team's success, especially during that will go to Alpental, but as Runnin' Rebels
3 Q
the past four years, ahs laveled many frustrated skiers know, it · Sports Elite
3 0
Central as the league powerhouse. depends entirely on the snow. For . Condhead and the Muffets 2 1
Although the club receives little · further information contact the Waldo's Tavern
' 1 2
financial assistance from CWU, University Recreation office at Shaved Beavers
0 3
the Wildcat hooters have managed 3-3512.
0 3
Kennedy Qualudes
1

Hoop standings

Softball'?

Weightlifting.

Outdoor program

"'

Soccer

.

'

Division I
Just Another Team
Dirty White Boys
The Fighting Beercaps
Old English 800's
Dori Moe
Mr. Bill Show

WL
3 0
3 0
1 1
1 2
0 3
03

Division II
The Gang Green
Runnin' Rebs
Raindogs
Kona Buddies
Konfunktion
Cardinal Puffs

WL
3 0
2 1
2 1
1 2
0 2
0 2

DC's
Jack and Jills
Co-habitation
Star Blazers
The Trainers
Campus Ministry

WL
3 0
2 1
2 0
- 1 2
0 2
0 3 '

Men's "D"League
Division I
L.A.G.N.A.F.
Cellar Dwellers
Knee High
Moses Lake MF's
Bender Road
Wild Rainers

05

Division II
Excitable Boys
Beaver Plugs
Outlaws
Executive
Dusters
Restless

W L.
5 0
4 1
3 2
2 3
1 4
0 5

WL
4 1
4 1 '
4 1

23
1 4

Women's "W" League
WL
3 0
3 0
2 1
2 1
2 1
1 2
1 2
1 2
0 3
0 3

K.A.R.T.
Longshots
We Try Harder
Blazers
SNAFU II
Basket Cases
Barto Magic
Celebrations
Bouncing Buddies
Becki Liebe

Mll~KSS

.

Co-ed "Y" League

Men's "C" League

COMPARE OUR
MILK PRICES
2% 1hGallon
Grade A 1h Gallon

pick up your free

Pasteurized/Homogenized
Whole 1hGallon 37c:

5 minute fitness guide

lpm-7pm

---.

"we accept
'food -coupons"

Winegar's •m•
Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavlllon

419 W. 15th -- 9Z5-1821
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. To my friendsDawn Loves Andy
You are my happiness
Thanks for all your support and
.
Sunny~ide, WA
You are my life
understanding
Thank-you Brenda
Love y'all, Beff
\ For being my wife
Heidi,
,
.- --------Lo_v_e_,B_ill Sometimes 'thank you' doesn't say · To a sweethe~rt.
l Matt,
· enough for th~ work you do.
.H .
. Happy Valentin'
. es Day.
appy Valentine's Day Jeanette
i Thanks for last Tuesday night, it
Love, Clay
!was great!!!
Love, ·~
She
Love,
·Ev:
· The women ed's i
!
i Happy Valentine's Day
1Dar,
1
' Love Always, Hoonie and Hawkeye
;What a great pair of legs!
Dennis,
Have a happy \Valentines Day.
Don't worry abl)ut it. I still think
. I
.Why?
•JJ
. you're one of the sweetest guys I
To please your woman.
·
Yoq are terrific WOW
know or could ever hope to know.
Love, Cindy
DD
· Happy Valentines Day.
Love,
' To Baby Buns
The short girl with glasses Bobby,
You mean much more to me
A blushing bride
Than world alone can tell
1
I
will
be
Suz
You're first in all my deepest
: "I love you more than yesterday In the fall
thought
·
.
.
of '83
: but less than tomorrow.''
.
· In all my dreams, as well
Rock A better love
In
all
my
most
important
plans
I could not find
You have.the greatest part
Than to have you as
/ Jan,
And
all my loves is yours
My
valentine!
·
! You couldn't type and you didn't
: take dictation,
Love and ~moochies, Colleen Because you're the first in my
heart.
: But we miss your touch at the front
•Huggy
desk!
Dennis and Jeff,
Love, Have a Happy V.D.
The office gang
Love, ~he Cohabitators Heidi,
~-------__;,____
Here's mud in your eye!
When are you going to wa.sh
Eunice,
I ------..,.-----the dishes?
Here's to the. Home
Happy Valentine'J Day Mom and
Love, your concerned roommate
pad
'
May we grow senile together.
. Bealuh ·Love: Vicki, Dayid, Mike and
: Matt,
1- - - - - - - - - - - Frank Why seek further employiµent?
: Sheila,
You already have all 'the hot
Mares eat oats and does eat oats No. 92,
. chocolate and candy you can eat!
but little Sheila eats apples.
Hug me, kiss me, hold me ...
Love,
What are friends for anyway?
Can't
figure
it out
Chip and Dale
Luv, fat.bottom girl

.•

'
Wayne,
' · Chip-n-Dale '.
You make me smile,
Saw you at the forum Tuesday,
Happy Valentine's Day!
' Does this me~ our love affair is
Love, Lynda . off?
~
,
Love,
~our secret admirer
RTP
Thanks for patience with Colt and
I. I love you. ·
· Chris and Cam~ron~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _D_L_P Happy Valent~e's Day!
~ve, Mom and Dad
Wally and Lena
I
A pair of Sweethearts
God or J.P.F., ;
Heard you were in town,
; Could you spar~ us a miracle?
.· Roses are red
l
Loi've, Your Disciples
Violets are blue
Life would be dull
Without all you GIRLS at the WOOP! WOOP! HappyValentine's
Day Colleen!
·
SHOE.

Ric,

.To Granny and Papa
Happy Valenthte's Day
1
Kisses
·

Hit the quarter!
I Love you,
Love, Me
t

xxxxx

: Dale

To Dawn Massey
From the guys who would never Ther~'s a fantasyj lurking behind
1
make your list, it's too bad we you
? ?
didn't make the cut; we still like to _ _ _ _ _ _....,..._ _Lo
_
v_e,_._?_.
watch your ... , but ...
Bee our valentine, but don't get Daryl,
Two years. Guess ~hat? ·
stung
From your "Double D" admirers _
Love, Heidi

'. s.

G.B. - You ol' fox, lets play B.Ball
in the moonlight together...
K.H;

1·

a

i

Je t'aime beaucoup jmais
Je ne veux pas de cflocolats

c.

~~---:~~~~~--~~~

Bret,
:
The best and most beautiful things Bonnie,
in the world cannot be seen, nor I've got the hearts h>r you:
Love, Walt
heard, but felt only in the heart! I
love you·'
. , L.P.T.L.P.L.P.
Always, your punkin l Thanks for the mammaries
E.G.
Queenie,
Happy Valentines Day to a
'\ Mi Amorsote Zarat~,
sweetheart of a sis.
"Tu sabes que te quiero MUCHO!"
Love, : Feliz Dia de Los Eriamorados
Eunice
i Tu Carolina

.

Join us .. .
at the John Fluke Mfg. Co., Ind.
. We're looking for accm~ntants with the qualification~
and tl)e desire to contribute to the grnwth of the test
.,
and ,.n:ieasureinent industr¥.
. ·.fluke · designs~ manufactu+es iand 'se~ls precisio:n ·
electronic instri.unents. Our annual sales exceed Sl25'
; milljon;.ma,k.ing us ope of the, leading suppliers in· the> .
.·.. ·test and nieas:µr~~~nt field.
' ',. .
' ·i· '
' '

.. •.

' . ' Join u~ ·as·. we mb~~ ~:. into ~~w areas "~/high ' .
. _;:· ,te1lu1?~ogy. ~nd i~tQ 9u~. nevr Ey~tett facility~ ' nbrt~ ·~ ..
!:~: .... •; ~ .' . •..1.
·· -O~\. $~~ule Qn 335 · woodttd.·'a(:re$. ·

-' . ' .
• -1 , , • ·_

''

'

-'i~!u;ieprt~mP~s \Ftiday, Febru~fyb, 19s1 > :. · '
"· · ~n~ac~ :you~: Job 1 ·placemen~ o(fi.t~ for exact time.and ·· '
..;. . !Ocat'jon. / · ·· ·
· " ;· · · · · · ·
· :·
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.Equal E~ploy~ent Opp~rtunity~/ ·
·Affirmative Action Employer.
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Centraline
Scholarships available

NASC meeting

Two scholarships are available for 1981-82, one to a Lake Stevens High
School graduate and one to a Snohomish High School graduate. Applicar.ts cu~t be at least of junior status by Fall, 1981, and majoring in
education. Applications are available by contacting ADK Scholarship
Committee (Miss Jean Spangler, 1206 Ash, Marysville, WA 98270).

Native American Students Club meeting Tuesday nights, 7 p.m., Room
210 SUB. For more information call Rosie Clayton 963-2131 or Jim Baugh
925-2772.

NDSL exit interviews

Tacoma Area Council of Camp Fire (Camp Wakoma) - Positions
available include counselors, cooks, nurse, arts and crafts specialist,
waterfront specialist, and kitchen aids. Interviews are Tuesday, Feb. 17,
from 9-4 p.m: Sign ups and applications are available in the Student
Employment Office, Barge Hall 205.

If this is your last quarter at Cent1·al and you have received a National
Direct Student !_,oan, you must make an appointment for an exit inter.view. Call the Office of Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go to the second
floor of Mitchell Hall.

Aid applications available
Applications for financial aid for 1981-82 are available in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge Hall 209. Students who are applying for financial aid
at Central for 1981-82 must complete the Financial Aid Form and the Central application form. Deadline date for submission is March 15, 1981. Applications recieved after March 15th will receive fullconsideration but
awards to late applicants will depend solely on availability of funds after
awards have been · made to "on time" applicants. Undergradaate
students are, also, required to apply for Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants. The Basic Grant application is included on the College Scholarship Financial Aid Form.

Job interviews

Camp Easter Seal - Positions available include resident camp
counselors, out camp counselors, nurses, waterfront supervisors, cooks,
arts and crafts supervisors, drivers, kitchen staff. Interviews are Tuesday, Feb. 17, from 9-4 p.m. Sign up in the Student Employment Office,
Barge Hall 205.
Camp Sealth, King County Campfire Council - Positions available include counselors, unit leaders, waterfront and boating counselors, cooks
and kitchen staff, nurses, office staff, and administrative staff. Interviews are Wednesday, Feb. 18, from 9-4 p.m. Sign ups and applications
available in the Student Employment Office, Barge Hall 205.

Help for aid applicants
Students having difficulty in completing financial aid applications are
encouraged to visit the Financial Aid Office, Barge Hall 209. Counselors
a re available to answer general questions students may have on financial
aid and will assist students in ·filling out the financial aid appications.

Off campus addresses needed
Students receiving financial aid spring quarter, who will be offcampus, must make arrangements with the Financial Aid Office, Barge
209, by March 18, 1981, and must provide verification of the off-campus
!'.>rogram and an off-campus address where checks are to be mailed.

Spring trip to 'new y·ork .
. Campus New York, is a week-long field trip for students to the Big Apple. The New York Times subsidizes and organizes visits to some of the
world's larg~st corporations plus evening entertainment to Broadway,
_tc. A group of students is organizing a trip for spring break, if interested
~an 962-6049.

• availahle
1n t emsh lpS

F our Winds-Westward Ho - Work Available June 22 thru Aug. 25. Positions available include counselors, nurse, camp directors, drivers,
photographer , lodgkeeper, cooks, baker, trip leader, ba bysitter,
dishwasher. Interviews are Wednesday, Feb. 25, from 9-5 p.m. Sign ups
and applications are available in the Student Employment Office, Barge
Hall 205.
Crater Lake Lodge - Work available June 13 thru Sept. 16. Positions
available include retail clerk, information and customer assistance,
grocery clerk, cafeteria server, dishwasher and helper, housekeeper, bell
hop, waiter and waitresses, bartender, fry cook, pantry worker, truck
driver, tour guide. Interviews are Wednesday, Feb. 25, from 9-5 p.m. Sign
ups and applications in the Student Employment Office, Barge Hall 205.

Dance filni
to he shown
The 6th and last in The Magic of
Dance fihn series will be shown on
Monday, Feb. 16, 7:45 p.m. in the
Ellensburg Public Library, 3rd
and Ruby. This episode- explores
the dancer's life: the rigors of daily class, the rehersals and
preparation, and finally, the
ment of judgement when it's out in
the limelight and on with the performance. As in earlier films, emphasis is on performance.
This outstanding series is pro- ,
duced by the BBC and Time-Life
Films, and is brought to
Ellensburg free of charge by
CWU's Orchesis, the Ellensburg
Youth Ballet, and the Public
Library, with a grant from the
Washington State Arts Commission.

mo-

No check, please
Campus Digest News SeT11ice

Top corporate executives in Japan
entertain at bars and restaurants with
which their firms have special arrangements. No check is ever
presented in front of the company's
guests. Instead, the proprietor personally presents to ·each firm a monthly bill--which is rarely itemized.

Classified Ads
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call
William, evenings at 925-5937.

Hidden Valley Camp- Positions available include counselors, aquatics
counselors, canoe counselor, arts and crafts counselors, nature
counselor, music counselor, driver, kitchen help, nurse, secretary. Interview are Tuesday, March 3, from 9-5 p.m. Sign up in the Student Employment Office, Barge Hall 205.

ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent removal of unwanted ha ir. Private
and confidential. F or more information call
Midge Standley. 925-4353.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe , S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
~1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC Box 52_wA3, carona Del Mar. CA

The Environmental Intern Program/Pacific Northwest welcomes applications for spring/summer 1981 internships. 'there are 43 positions
Camp King Flake-Mid Columbia Girl Scout - Interviews Wednesday, 92625.
available for upper division and graduate students seeking paid profes- Feb. 18, from 9-4 p.m. Sign up in the Student Employment Office.
-----------sional experience in their fields of study. Art, Biology' Business, •
The Feminist Women's Health Center provides
abortions and free pregnancy screening. For
Chemistry, Communications, Economics, Education, Energy and Enfurther information or appointment call
vironmental Studies, Geography, Geology, History, Land Studies, and
575-6422.
? olitical Science majors. Contact ulliversity Cooperative Education Of~
Tim Hill, sales rep. for XEROX, will be speaking at Alpha Kappa Psi's IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research
fice, 963-2404, Barge 307, before Feb. 25. Applications due March 2.
regular meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 18. A. K. Psi members are also go- catalog-306 pages-10,278 descriptive listingsing on a field trip to Cole and Weber advertising agency in Seattle on Feb. Rush $1 (refundable). Box 25097C, Los
Angelas, CA 90025. !213) 477-3226.
13.

Alpha Kappa Psi meeting

Job search workshops

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP- EDUCATION MAJORS: A Job Search
Workshop will be presented during February. March graduates as well as
-raduate students are encouraged to attend. The workshop is divided into
- 1ree sessions:
WORSHOP II (BLACK HALL 109)
~:ession I - Tuesday, Feb. 17, 4-5 p.m. Job Search Methods, The Hidden
J ob Market and Self-Assessment.
Session II - Wednesday, Feb. 18, 4-5 p.m. Job Search Communication:
T,etters, Resume, Telephone Contacts.
Session III -Th~sday, Feb. 19, 4-5 p.m. Interviewing.

Job opportunities
The following firms will have representatives at the Career Planning
and Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Sign-up
schedules are posted one week, to the day, before the arrival of the interviewers on campus.

Feb. 17 - The Bon, Seattle~ WA: Executive Trainee Program - Fashion
Merchandising, Home Ee, Business.
Mar 3 - First Natl Bank of Oregon, Portland, OR: Mgmt Training Program - Banking and Finance or persons specifically interested in banking
as a career.
Mar 3 - BCS, Richland, WA: Computer Related Positi~ns - Business Appl.
and Scientific Appl.
.
.
Portland Public Schools Interviewing· On Campus: Portland Public . Mar 5 - K-Mart Apparei Federal Way, WA: Management Trainee Program -.Bach Degree Fashion Merchandising, Bus. Those desiring work in
s.~hools will be on our camp~ during Winter and Spring Quarter. The
Retail Clothing Sales.
'
.'
·,
dates are:
·Feb. 27-Foundry and Machine Co., Tacoma, WA. Bachelors degre'e; '
background in foundry' marketing skills and math proficiency desirable .
. . 'eb..26-27 · Elementary and Seco11dary (Excepting Special Ed)
Special
Notice: The Electronic Data Systems cancelle9 their campu8
i\pril 17 . Special Education On~y
·
recruitig scheduled for Feb. 19, but would like to see the placeinet:1t file
.
. .
The sign-up schedules are posted ~ om(week, to the day, before the ar- . .and/ or reswne of interested candidates. .
.
rival of th~ interviewers on cam.pus __ii
·

Intel-views for Portland schools

·

.
'

;Al.

,
,

J

.

...._

En~~mental .i nternships .

•.

FOR SALE
Canopy. Was used on short box Ford pickup.
Could be used on standard size pickup. A-1 condition, two interior lights, storage compartment, insulated. Was camper for small family .
Good as new. $450. Phone: 962-9405.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Spelling and punctuation corrected.
Reasonable rates: 925-5745.

WHOEVER TOOK MY MINOLTA XG-2
No questions asked. Please return to me or Art
Dept. Office. Josh 963-3381. Art Dept.- 963-2.665.

1 need to bon-ow, rent, or buy any size guitar
amp A.S.A.P. Make some cash! Call Robin ·
3-2521.
.
.
FOR SALE
VJ recording "Introducing the
Be-atles" never played. Call 674-2166 or write
Rt 4 Box 123, Cle Elum, 989?...2.
·
Or~ginal

Found: hard contact lenses with grey-tint.
Found in front of Dean Hall. Claim at Campus
Crier, SUB 218 . .
Wanted: Women's basketball team.

City Women's league seeks one additional
Stop ~Y the Career P~r:ming and Plac~~ent. Ce~ter, Barge .105, to m~ke ·
ARE YOU INTERESTED iN A SPRINGSUMMER ·:1981 ;EN- team to form league. Here is your chance for
, Sll!:-- e, you .~v~ Jbe. for:n ;c~ippl~ed f~r. mterv1ewmg - College Interview
some
serious basketball. Ellensburg Recrea.vmoNMENTAL INTERNSHIP?.There are short:-temi paid.professional
: l'....orm;~and that'yo1ir placement file· iS 1n order.
- ..
.
. opportunities for upper-level undergraduate and graduate stu~entS in- tion Department, 962-98fft ~'Ct . 241
-~Other school ~districts.are. sehetiuled for Spring Quarter."
, terested in environmental-related fields. These jobs. ar~ for ahnost all
~
.... ,
..
: t :
JOBS IN ALASKA! Swnmer/year-round_
kiiids of majors. Application forms, along with the. project listings $800-2000
monthly! Parks, Fisheries, Nursing
·(specific job listings) are available. ·Specific information:and more! 1981 Employer listings, infonnation
guide. $4- Ala.sco, Box 9337, San Jose, CA 95157 .
*lnternships are PAID - about 12 weeks
. Kin~ County Police-On Campus-Friday, Feb. 13
•Applicants must be Junior status ·
Buy or sell with classified
*The deadline to apply for Spring/Summer 1981 is March 2, 1981
Richard Larson, recruiting officer for King County Police, Will be at the
ads.
Only $1 for .10 words
•Applicants must pay a fee to apply - exceptions cliarified in application
~ 1reer Planning and Placement Center, Barge 105, for a group meeting and
5
cents for each addimaterials.
r:.• scussing the King County Police Officer positions.
tional
word. Cash with
Stop
by
Career
Planning
and
Placement
Center,
Barge
105,
for
the
ap<)top by for this meeting at 11 a .m. Applications are available now at the
copy.
plication forms .
.reer Planning and Placment Center.

i

!

'

•
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Comics
PISCES·

------~------'
Stereotypes

0

.J :

:t C-'U&HT THIS COl'\tl\UNl.ST
SYMPATHIZER SPYIN6 ON

..:

-~~ ~\

.,_.___...,..'I

US WHAT .SHALL WE tlO?
I

I

_ _:_. _ _

~-~-r-"!11_....

N

<
:J
ALEX IN WONDERLAND

by Bob Cordray

HERE, ALEX, 1-tAVE A
BALLOON .. , COMPLIMENTS OF
T~E REPUBLICAN PARTY!

~ow COME
THEY HAVE

AN

ELEP~ANT

ACTUALLY, IT15 A MOUSE
BUILT TO GOVERNMENT
!~--:·:·. .; SPECIFICATIONS!
:~A/.f:i1 -r">::J~"7,---

FOR THEIR
SYMBOL?

CO~~IO~lR

MA.lOR, HeA.l-1\:\ 51\.loaJT-:, T €-.~ D TO SE

11-\t Sl~T AS~

10-5

OF A.LCO~L.-, ~UqsJ

~~Ut.Jk FCOD. \\-\clr<.

APAR:rN\EN\S At<:E:

l-ltfE.l<.tD w lTH G6"1tRlG

~CAN?,C.AMEL
f\k:>N-F\Lit.1Z$1 ~~'
MR.YUK.. STlC.Kt.fZ.S.1

AT SEATTl.f Scc.oN D
N/\"'f\ONl\L BAN\\ )'ou~ E

NOT J\lST

Ta!u.E"-

A NO~BER~

souT\-\

~fR\C..f\

\~~""-

GA'i?t ~ 11-\t\ R..

:FRANKLY SPEAKING

ea:>- ecl)S().\JVJq-0~

...

wrn-to~vvLs,~erc

v:; ·>·:i.. :J ·

OUU.~ SAt.ICIAlP

~·jarv::!b
Would you believe that I'm u.king my roomie's
bicycle for a a· walk?
8t OoN

r;u:ESToNE.

..._.~--"11

-rt\AT \ N

~6\~~N WAAPR:RS.
11-\f:.Y "A\J~ A TCN~~
\0 et P(.o.~ fl<D~
Blrr AT LE:J\ST T\-\GY - ~
~W \-lOlO TO 1:A¥G· .

c

\~

Youf\E3 ~l.At-'\8ERS AND
A OASH,2. NU~6Et\5 A~t>
I WONDER
A ~SH 'fHE~
4- NUMStll-S-'--_ __, 't f 1: T's L\K\:.
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EMERGENCY PUBll[ STEREO

~ONE NITE ONLYf-

MON. FEB.16

NATIONAL
GUARD ARMORY

A PORTION OF

ELLENSBURG, WA.

~~~~ ~f'PfP .
ea~~~~~~

AUCTION
TERMS
OF SALE:

Ii
. .

. .

·

WORTH OF BRAND NEW STEREO AND VIDEO
EQU.IPMENT WILL BE OFFERED AT PUBLIC
AUCTION TO MEET CREDITOR'S DEMANDS

Personal Checks accepted
with. your Bank Guarantee Card.

••• NO MATTER HOW SEVERE THE LOSSES!

Auctioneers : Bob Hamel and Joe
Truetone, licensed and bonded ,
(not responsible for accidents) .

CASH & BANKCARDS

HOME SPEAKERS

Sansu.L DFS
Bang&Olufsen
· PIONEER
and more! ·

le
-

$169.95 pr.

Starting
Bids at

SANYO$

JENSEN
PIONEER
and more!

;

PIONEER

SANYO

I

&J

Starting Bids at

JENSEN s
and more.'

. HOME CASSETTES

AND TURNTABLES

·FISHER

VIDEO EQUIP.
Starling Bids at

Pa1asonic

OPTONICA

JVC

KEN\1\1000

SANYO.
and more!

Garrard
and more!

ELLENSBURG
NATIONAL
GUARD
ARMORY
7th and Poplar- Ellensburg
ALL MERCHANDISE IS
FACTORY WARRANTEED!
Complete Warranty Information Available
at Auction . All Sales are final. All items in
lim'ited quantities. (all prods similar to illus) .

